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A process has been developed to batch -fabricate beam -lead tran-
sistors, integrated circuits, and other components, where the leads
serve a structural and protective as well as electrical function. Plati-
num silicide ohmic contacts, titanium and platinum sputtered layers,
and electroformed gold beam leads constitute the metallurgical struc-
ture of the devices described. Test transistors have survived 350°C
aging for hundreds of hours in corrosive ambients, and centrifuging at
135,000 g's.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a process developed to batch -fabricate semi-
conductor devices and integrated circuits with electroformed elec-
trodes cantilevered beyond the edges of the wafer - hence, the name
beam leads.1 This type of structure simplifies the assembly and inter-
connection of individual units and integrated circuits, provides its own
protective seal, and leads to a new class of integrated circuits= where
the isolation is accomplished by etched trenches under the metal
bridging connections.

Fig. 1 is a drawing of a silicon high -frequency beam -lead transistor.
The 0.5 -mil thick leads are cantilevered beyond the edge of the silicon
chip, and are used for structural support of the chip as well as elec-
trical contact. The beam leads may be bonded to a metal -filmed sub-
strate with a matching pattern, obviating the need for eutectic brazing
to the substrate. This structure imposes no electrical penalty on the
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Fig. 1- Beam -lead transistor structure.

device, the parasitic capacitance being at most equivalent to a conven-
tional planar device.

Fig. 2 is a photo of an actual transistor bonded onto a metallized
ceramic substrate. The diffused regions are facing the ceramic.

It can be seen that there are no external wires or brazed areas, as
previously mentioned. This device structure has been centrifuged,
without failure, to an acceleration level of over 135,000 g's on a test
substrate.

Fig. 3 is a photograph of an array of transistors on a slice. There are
three different electrode geometries which are used in conjunction with
aging experiments. The spacing is approximately 15 mils center -to -
center, with every other row missing to allow for test patterns. This
spacing leads to a significantly higher packing density than is practical
with standard scribe -and -break techniques.

Fig. 4 is a face -view photograph of a beam -lead transistor. The
silicon chip is approximately 7 -mils square, and the beam leads 1 -mil
wide. There is an approximate 0.2 -mil clearance between the electrode
fingers, which are thinner than the beam leads. Thus, the fingers can
have the close spacing required for high -frequency operation without
carrying the restriction imposed by the required beam thickness.

Basically, the process to be described starts with a standard slice
of planar devices after the contact holes have been etched through the
oxide. Platinum silicide ohmic contacts are formed in the contact holes;
titanium and platinum layers are sputtered onto the silicon oxide; and
the gold beam leads are electroformed, using the platinum layer as a
base. The excess platinum outside the gold patterns is removed by glow -
discharge etching, and the titanium is etched away. At this point, the
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Fig. 2 - Bonded beam -lead transistor.

slice is turned over and etch -masking patterns developed in registry
with the metallized patterns on the other side. The unmasked areas
are etched away, leaving the individual devices with the beam leads
cantilevered beyond the edges of the slice.
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Fig. 4 - Face -view of transistor.
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With no additional processing, the previous etching operation may
be used to cut isolation trenches in integrated circuits, replacing isola-
tion diffusions or solid -dielectric isolation.

The objective of this project was to produce a semiconductor device
structure that would improve the present methods of device assembly,
decrease fabrication complexity, yield electrical parameter stability
without requiring a separate vacuum -tight enclosure, and decrease in-
tegrated circuit parasitic capacitance.

In Section II the beam -lead structure and its applications are dis-
cussed; Section III describes a process sequence developed to fabricate
devices and integrated circuits; and Section IV is devoted to test re-
sults on devices fabricated with the techniques described in Section III.

II. BEAM -LEAD STRUCTURE AND APPLICATIONS

2.1 Structure

The beam -lead structure eliminates the need for chip brazing and
external wire bonding. With the beam -lead device facing the substrate,
the cantilevered leads extending beyond the edges of the chip are
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readily aligned with matching patterns on the substrate, and the beam
leads bonded to these patterns. The beam leads are used as the align-
ment guide: with multiple leads extending beyond the chip locating
one lead automatically registers the rest, since both the beam -lead
array and the substrate pattern are precisely oriented with respect to
each other during the photolithographic operations. The surfaces to be
joined to each other are both annealed gold, and thermocompression
bonding or split -tip welding, among other techniques, may be used. A
gold -gold bond is a very reliable metallurgical system; there are no
oxide films to hinder the bonding, gold is one of the most ductile
metals, thermocompression bonding occurs at low temperatures
(300°C), and the joint formed is free of attack by oxidation, galvanic
corrosion, or other corrosive media.

An extension of the beam -lead concept to multiple devices is shown
by Fig. 5, a photograph of a string of beam -lead transistors fabricated
with common rails connecting all the collectors in a row. This method
allows devices to be simply handled in large numbers for feeding, elec-
trical testing, and bonding. As required, one device is bonded to a
substrate, and broken from the string. Since the string is initially
fabricated as an array on the silicon slice, all dimensions are held to
close tolerances, and any lead is precisely oriented with respect to any
other point in the string, typically within 0.1 mil. In addition, the de-
vice need never be handled by the silicon chip. The gold leads and
supporting ribs absorb the handling stresses and possible contamina-
tion.

Fig. 5 - String of transistors.
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2.2 Applications

An early application of beam -lead transistors to discrete -chip inte-
grated circuits is seen in Fig. 6, which is a photograph of two DCTL
gates with three and four inputs. There are seven high -frequency silicon
transistors (3 leads), and nine beam -lead boron -diffused silicon re-
sistors. Several circuits wired as a 3 -stage ring oscillator, with a fan -in
of 3-4, and a fan -out of 1, yielded a measured propagation delay of 4.2

Fig. 6 - Discrete -chip integrated circuit.
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ns. Measurements were made with a collector supply voltage of 5 volts,
corresponding to an average power per gate of 23 mw. This is equiva-
lent in performance to circuits fabricated with standard chip and wire
construction.

Fig. 7 is an example of beam -lead transistors appliqued to a tanta-
lum thin-film circuit, a 3-2 input gate DCTL switching circuit. With
this structure, it is not necessary to braze the silicon chips to the sub-
strate, subjecting precise resistors to the bonding temperature re-
quired for eutectic brazing. Ultrasonic or split -tip resistance welding
may be employed to attach the beam -lead devices to the metallized

Fig. 7 - Hybrid thin-film digital circuit.
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substrate. A TO -5 header and pin -connecting wires are used in this
circuit for convenience only.

A specific application of beam -lead techniques to monolithic inte-
grated circuits was investigated by H. A. Waggener.2 As a consequence
of etching away the unwanted silicon from under the beam leads, iso-
lated pads of silicon may be attained, interconnected by the beam
leads. The only capacitive coupling is then through the small metal -
over -oxide overlay (0.05 pf typical). This is many times lower than the
junction capacitance incurred with p -n junction isolation monolithic
circuits. Ultrahigh -speed switching circuits are possible with this
technique, with no increase in processing complexity. The isolation
trenches are automatically formed during the silicon etching.

Fig. 8 is a physical -electrical schematic of a 4 -input DCTL logic
gate. This circuit was chosen because of its common occurrence, and
sufficient complexity to illustrate "beam -lead" (isolation) techniques.

Electrical measurements of switching performance were performed

Fig. 8 - Circuit schematic of DCTL gate and physical -electrical schematic show-
ing component placement.
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on 3 -stage ring oscillators. Propagation delays of 4 ns were obtained,
equivalent to the switching speed of comparable discrete device cir-
cuits. More complex circuits are currently under development.3

Figs. 9 through 11 are examples of beam -lead integrated circuits.

III. BEAM -LEAD PROCESSING

3.1 Contact System

Beam leads can be fabricated using many different metallurgical
combinations, depending upon the environmental and thermal condi-
tions the device must withstand. The objective of this project was to
produce a contact structure for silicon devices that would survive
350°C oxidizing ambients, steam or air, continuously for 1000 hours
without degradation. The metallurgical system Pt5Si2-Ti-Pt-Au was
chosen, and the techniques developed to produce this structure are
described in the following paragraphs.

The starting material is a slice of standard planar -oxidized silicon
devices with contact holes etched in the Si02 . At this stage the device

Fig. 9 - Beam -lead integrated DCTL gate mounted on gold -metallized ceramic,
device side down.
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Fig. 10 - Two beam -lead integrated DCTL gates mounted on TO -5 header.

is ready for ohmic contacts. Platinum silicide was chosen as the ohmic
contact material. It is one of the most stable compounds of silicon, has
extreme corrosion resistance, is a solid phase up to 980°C,4 has an
optical reflectivity different from either silicon or platinum, and forms
an ohmic contact to heavily -doped silicon. To form the compound in
the contact holes, platinum is sputtered onto the whole slice after the
contact holes are opened in the oxide, and heated to 700°C while still
in the inert atmosphere. The platinum in the holes will react with the
silicon to form Pt5Si2 , which is a solid phase and will not ball up or
creep beyond the edges of the contact holes as a liquid eutectic would.
In addition, the silicide is a different color from platinum and can
readily be distinguished from it under a microscope. Fig. 12 is a photo-
graph of a device with the silicide formed in the contact hole. With
improperly etched contact holes, spotty silicide formation or even no
silicide at all is observed. An example of improper reaction is shown
in Fig. 13. This is a photo of an integrated circuit. The square area
with 3 contact stripes is a diffused base area; the two outside stripes
are base contact stripes, and the center stripe is an emitter contact
stripe. It can be seen that one of the base fingers in two different tran-
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Fig. 11 - Dual 4 -input DTL gate mounted on gold -metallized substrate, 0.030
inch over-all.

sistors has not formed the silicide; these two devices will not show
proper electrical performance due to emission from only one edge of
the emitter. This reason for substandard electrical characteristics
would not have been detected if standard contacts had been used.

After the visual inspection, the platinum that is over the oxide is
removed, leaving the silicide in the contact holes.

The next operation is to apply a material that will bond to both the
Si02 and the Pt5Si2 and serve an an electrical connection to the external
circuitry. No single element will satisfy all these conditions; however,
a composite layered structure consisting of Ti -Pt -Au has been suc-
cessfully employed. The first layer, titanium, is chosen because of its
high oxygen activity, refractory nature, ability to absorb almost half
its weight in reaction products interstitially5 (commonly called "get-
tering") , and the natural oxide that it does form is completely self-
passivating at temperatures up to 400°C. Although other metals, such
as zirconium and hafnium, would probably be adequate, successful
prior experience with titanium active metal semiconductor contacts°
on such devices as shallow -junction solar cells for communications
satellites and high -frequency silicon transistors makes titanium a
logical choice for the oxide -bonding layer.
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Fig. 12 - Platinum silicide ring -dot contact.

Table I is a list of some common metals, and the free energies of
formation of their oxides,7 in order of activity. This list may be used
as a guide to the surface -bonding strengths. Titanium is the first active
metal after silicon, and in addition to its great surface bonding
strength may be used to penetrate thin Si02 layers. This property
presumably allows titanium films to getter impurities from the passi-
vating Si02 layer.

Gold is chosen as the outer layer because of its extreme resistance
to corrosion, ease of bonding, low yield point, high elongation (allow-
ing thermal expansion mismatch with the silicon substrate), and suit-
ability for high -resolution electroforming. However, gold is a metal-
lurgically reactive material, and reacts with titanium chemically at
relatively low temperatures to form compounds which have none of
the desirable characteristics of the individual metals. This leads to the
third metal in the sandwich; platinum is chosen as the filler because
of its inertness, ease of bonding the gold outer layer, and the low dif-
fusion coefficient of gold into platinum (D less than 10-10 cm2/sec at
900°C) .8
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Fig. 13 - Improperly reacted contact holes.

3.2 Sputtering

Metal films are normally deposited onto semiconductors by vacuum
evaporation. The use of the electrodes in beam -lead devices as struc-
tural supports, however, requires extreme adherence of the titanium
to the SiO2 layer. With the many processing operations and handling
steps in producing a planar device, the surface cleanliness is variable
from slice to slice. Since sputtered metals have many times the energy
of thermally evaporated metals, and are capable of dislodging im-
purities, it was decided to use this method for the application of the
titanium and platinum layers. The sputtering apparatus is shown in
Fig. 14.

3.3 Electroforming

The method chosen to deposit the 0.5 -mil thick gold beam leads is
electroforming, the build-up of material by electroplating in selective
areas. This technique has been developed to the point where extremely
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TABLE I - FREE ENERGY OF FORMATION OF METAL OXIDES AT
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500°K IN ORDER OF ACTIVITY

Oxide -F° (Kcal/mole) -F° (Kcal/gram atom oxygen)

Ni0 46.1 46.1

Mo0 114.5 57.2

C r 203 240.2 80.1
Na2O 83.0 83.0

Ta205 434.9 87.0

SiO2 187.9 94.0

TiO 112.2 112.2

Zr0 2 238.4 119.2

A1203 362.1 120.7

small geometries are feasible. Using high resolution KPR, dimensions
under 0.2 mil are possible. Fig. 4 is a photograph of a high -frequency
transistor with electroformed beam leads. The electrode fingers are
plated to a thickness of 0.2 mil, thinner than the 0.5 -mil thick beam
leads, allowing the close spacing necessary for high -frequency opera-
tion. The aspect ratio of the fingers (height/width) can approach one
for thin fingers.

3.4 Back -Sputtering

At this stage the electrodes and beams are defined by the gold. The
remainder of the slice is coated with continuous layers of titanium
and platinum, and patterns of gold beam leads and electrode fingers.
Removing the platinum and titanium, in this order, from the areas
outside the gold patterns remains to complete the metallizing process.
Titanium is easily etched using the gold patterns as etch masks; how-
ever, platinum is much more difficult to etch than gold, especially with-
out undercutting the narrow gold fingers. Therefore, a technique has
been developed whereby the platinum is etched by glow discharge
bombardment, now called "back -sputtering".

Fig. 15 is a drawing of the apparatus used for back -sputtering. A
slice of oxidized and metallized silicon, up to one inch in diameter, is
placed upon a ceramic spacer which is placed upon an aluminum
cathode, and a glow discharge is excited with the cathode at -5 kv.
The oxide thickness on the silicon slice is under 1 micron thick, and if
this voltage appeared across the oxide, the dielectric stress would be
5 x 107 volts/cm, which is greater than the breakdown strength of the
oxide. For thinner oxides, the stress would be correspondingly higher.
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Fig. 15 - Drawing of back -sputtering apparatus.

The purpose of the ceramic spacer is therefore to prevent the de field
from appearing across the passivating oxide on the slice of devices
should the metal film, shorting the edge of the slice, erode away.

Patterns of platinum, gold, rhodium, iridium, chrome -platinum, etc.
have been delineated using this technique. In addition, holes have been
etched into SiO, films using aluminum patterns as back -sputtering
masks. The holes formed in this manner have very straight -sided
edges due to the directional velocity of the bombarding ions. The
limit of resolution of this technique is that of the masking procedure
employed.

IV. TEST RESULTS

4.1 Mechanical

Special fixtures have been built to mechanically test beam -lead
devices, and centrifuging has been performed to 135,000 g's without
failure. Bending tests performed on the leads by bending over a 2 -mil
radius have yielded twenty 90° bends before breakage; 1.5 -mil gold
wire used as a control failed at 17 bends. Devices have also been suc-
cessfully removed from substrates and reused. This attests to the
strength and ductility of the electroformed leads.

Corrosion testing for periods up to 1000 hours in 350°C steam, 350°C
air, and 350°C wet NaCl has revealed no physical or electrical de-
terioration of beam leads. In addition, temperature cycling and gal-
vanic corrosion aging has been equally harmless.
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4.2 Junction Aging

As a by-product of the metallization procedure described in the
preceding section, there is considerable enhancement of surface sta-
bility and junction quality. This is attributed to the use of the
sputtered Ti, a highly energetic getter -metal. pnp transistors, ex-
tremely sensitive to collector channel formation,1° were fabricated and
aged. One group was processed by normal procedure, using evaporated
aluminum contacts; these devices acted as controls. Another group
was processed with Pt -Ti -Pt -Au contacts, with half the group having
junction -overlay contacts, and the other half non -overlay. An overlay
contact is defined as a contact where the metal is delineated so that it
remains on the oxide surface and extends beyond the junction. The
two groups were then aged in 350°C steam. Fig. 16 is a graph of the
collector leakage current during aging. The collectors of the control
group (aluminum contacts) channeled within two hours, the collector
leakage currents reaching hundreds of microamperes. The Ti -Pt con-
tacted devices had leakage currents in the subnanoampere range after
400 hours, at which point the experiment was inadvertently termi-
nated.

The curve of Fig. 17 illustrates the collector reverse current as a
function of aging of a typical overlay pnp transistor under 21 volts
reverse bias at 220°C. The reverse current, Icb, , rose to 1 na after 50
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Fig. 16 Graph of collector reverse current as a function of aging time in 350°C
steam.
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Fig. 17 - Graph of collector reverse current as a function of aging time under
21 -volt bias and 220°C air.

hours, and then decayed to an equilibrium value in the 10-10 ampere
range.

npn transistors, not prone to channel formation, have also been simi-
larly aged, with favorable results for overlay, non -overlay, and com-
pleted beam -lead structures.

4.3 Contact Resistance

Forward junction characteristics have been monitored during aging
in these hot, corrosive atmospheres. Typical resistance changes on
contact areas of 0.2 x 1.6 mils are under 0.1 ohm after 1000 hours
in 350°C air or steam; this is the measurement resolution. Obviously
no "plaguing" problem has arisen with this metallurgical system since
films formed at any of the metal interfaces would yield an increase in
contact resistance, or require burning -in.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A semiconductor device structure and its application to high -fre-
quency silicon switching transistors and ultrahigh -speed integrated
circuits have been described. Beam leads have been shown to be rugged;
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units have survived corrosive atmospheres (350°C steam), severe bend-
ing, and 135,000 g's centrifuging.

This structure imposes no electrical penalty; parasitic capacitance
(under 0.05 pf per lead) is equivalent to wire -bonded and brazed -chip
assembly. The beam -lead concept is applicable to many other elec-
tronic devices as well. In addition, the electroformed leads are not
required to be of constant cross-section. They can taper out as they
leave the silicon surface for lower inductance, stripline impedance
matching, and even better heat conductance.

Assembly of these devices is considerably simplified. Chip -brazing
and wire -bonding are eliminated; devices need not be handled by the
silicon chip itself. The feasibility of this structure has been shown in
the variety of digital, linear, and thin-film applique circuits which
have been fabricated. Multiple arrays are the result of batch -fabrica-
tion of devices leading to the possibility of more automatic handling
and assembly.

Isolation for integrated circuits is accomplished as a by-product of
the structure. Parasitic capacitance has been shown to be negligible,
and switching times are comparable to equivalent chip -and -wire cir-
cuitry. This has been achieved with no increase in process complexity
over discrete devices.

The metallizing procedures developed to fabricate beam -lead devices
yield an increase in device reliability; contact resistance is maintained
at a low value during stringent accelerated aging tests; and passivation
of junctions and surfaces has been enhanced. In addition, glow dis-
charge etching has been developed, allowing the design of photo -re-
produced geometries (down to 1 micron) of inert materials such as
rhodium and iridium, compatible with normal device processing. Elec-
troformed gold patterns of high resolution are employed as standard
procedure.
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Errata
Measurements of Electromagnetic Backscattering from Known, Rough

Surfaces, by J. Renau and J. A. Collinson, B.S.T.J., 44, December, 1965,
pp. 2203-2226.

On page 2204, replace the last two lines of the abstract with an rms
slope of 8° ± 4°, and a dielectric constant e of 1.9 ± 0.3 at microwave fre-
quences. On page 2221, replace

with

47th 1
m cos X > -

E'j 10

X 10

1- cos >

From the experimental evidence presented, the condition on small m,
p. 2221, for a surface to appear rough, in a radar sense, should have read
m > 1 instead of m >





Techniques for Adaptive Equalization of
Digital Communication Systems

By R. W. LUCKY

(Manuscript received October 14, 1965)

A previous paper described a simple adjustment algorithm which could
be employed to set the tap gains of a transversal filter for the equalization
of data transmission systems. An automatic equalizer was shown which
used this algorithm during a training period of test pulse transmission
prior to actual data transmission. The present paper extends the utility of
this automatic equalization system by permitting it to change settings during
the data transmission period in response to changes in transmission chan-
nel characteristics. Three schemes for accomplishing this adaptive equaliza-
tion without the use of test signals are described and evaluated analytically.
The first such scheme uses periodic estimates of channel response based
on the received data signal to adjust or update the transversal filter settings.
The second system is entirely digital and employs a sequential testing pro-
cedure to make adjustments aperiodically as they are required by changing
conditions. The third system uses information obtained from a forward -
acting error correction system for the purposes of adaptive equalization. Of
the three systems described, the second is not only theoretically superior, but
is practically the simplest. Experimental results for this second system are
described.

I. INTRODUCTION

A previous paper' has dealt with the problem of automatic equaliza-
tion for data transmission systems. In that paper, it was assumed that a
finite -length transversal filter was to be used to correct the pulse re-
sponse of a baseband (VSB) system at the sampling instants. A simple
control system was shown which could be used to adjust the tap gains
of the transversal filter to optimum positions using a series of test
pulses transmitted prior to actual data transmission. After this training
period the control system is disconnected, the tap gains remain fixed,

255
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and normal data transmission ensues. This automatic equalization
system has been used in conjunction with multilevel vestigial sideband
modulation to achieve a rate of 9600 bits -per -second on private line
voice facilities." .4

Two limitations of this automatic equalization system are immedi-
ately apparent - it requires that test pulses be transmitted and it
must be reset in another training period whenever the channel char-
acteristics change. Other disadvantages of the present mode of operation
include the long training period required to establish accurate final
settings and the possibility of a nonlinear channel causing the trans-
mission characteristics for data transmission to be slightly different from
those for isolated pulse transmission.

For these reasons, it has been found advantageous to develop an
equalizer capable of deriving its control signals directly from the trans-
mitted data signal itself. Such an equalizer would be capable of tracking
a time varying channel and would also circumvent the other difficulties
associated with preset equalizer operation. To distinguish this equalizer
from the previously described preset automatic equalizer, we shall call
the tracking equalizer an adaptive equalizer. The purpose of the adaptive
equalizer is to continually monitor channel conditions and to readjust
itself when required so as to provide optimum equalization. To conserve
signal power and bandwidth, the channel monitoring (or system iden-
tification) of the adaptive equalizer must be done using only the normal
received data signal and without the benefit of added test information.

In this paper, we will present a few techniques which may be used
to achieve adaptive equalization. Since these techniques are based on
the use of a particular tap gain adjustment algorithm used in the preset
equalizer, we will begin with a brief description of this equalizer and the
algorithm.

II. PRINCIPLES OF TRANSVERSAL FILTER EQUALIZATION

In the preset automatic equalizer, a sequence of isolated test pulses is
transmitted through the channel and demodulator. At the output of
the demodulator, the pulse waveform is designated x (t) as shown in
Fig. 1. The pulse then passes through a (2N + 1) -tap transversal filter
whose tap gain settings are c_N , , cN . The output pulse of the equa-
lizer is

ft(t) = cix(t - jT). (1)
j= -N
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tNPUT PULSE
FROM DEMODULATOR X (t)

X-2

INITIAL DISTORTION

Do= El r)1

x, r2 h_4 h_2

TRANSVERSAL FILTER EQUALIZER

OUTPUT
PULSE h(t)

h,

hn= E cj mn_j

Fig. 1 - Transversal filter equalizer.

FINAL DISTORTION

E'l hn1

n ho

Since the output of the equalizer will be sampled at T second intervals
during data transmission, we are only interested in the samples

4 = (nT)

of the output pulse. In terms of the input samples xn we can write --

4n = E
j=_N

(2)

The objective of the equalizer control circuitry is to set the tap gains
such that the pulse distortion D is minimized, where we define*

1

D = E' I fin I. (3)
71

This criterion is equivalent to requiring that the equalizer maximize
the eye opening.

We assume that the input is normalized so that xo = 1 and that the
center tap co is used to satisfy the practical constraint ao = 1. In Ref. 1
it was proved that if the initial distortion Do < 1, where

00

* Primes on summations indicate deletion of the zeroth term.
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CO

Do = E' I x. I, (4)
n=_-00

then the output distortion D is at a minimum when the 2N tap gains
c; forIjI 5 N, j 0 are adjusted so that fi = 0 for I n I < N, n 0.

In other words, if a binary eye is open before equalization, then using
the tap gains to force zeros in the output response is optimum.

Also, if the initial distortion is less than unity, it was shown that a
simple iterative procedure could be used to obtain optimum tap gain
settings. In this procedure each tap gain c; is adjusted an amount -A
sgn 4, after each test pulse. (The center tap gain co is adjusted by -A
sgn (/jo - 1).) Thus one simply inspects the polarities of the output
pulse 4 (t) at the sampling times and uses this polarity information to
advance or retard counter -controlled attenuators along the tapped delay
line.

In constructing an adaptive equalizer we shall use this same simple
adjustment algorithm. The problem now becomes one of finding the
polarities of the channel pulse response 4 (t) without the benefit of test
pulses. Once the decisions have been made as to the most likely polarities
for the impulse response samples 4; , we make discrete adjustments in
the corresponding tap gains c; to correct the equalizer. (This is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 2.) The adjustments in tap gains can be made
periodically or only as required by changes in transmission characteris-
tics. Since the normal telephone channel's characteristics change very
slowly, the decisions regarding the channel response polarities can be

FROM
DEMODULATOR

SAMPLE

41.4111.

ADVANCE C_N IF 5-n < 0
RETARD C -N IF h_ n >0

SLICE

DECI SION
CI RCU ITS

DATA
OUT

ESTIMATE
IMPULSE

RESPONSE
SAMPLES

ESTIMATE OF h _n

Fig. 2 - Adaptive equalizer.
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made extremely accurate. In general the more accurate these decisions,
the more precise the equalization which can be obtained, but with a
corresponding increase in adaptive equalizer response, or settling time.
We shall evaluate the accuracies and response times of the adaptive
equalizers described in subsequent sections.

III. PERIODIC EQUALIZER ADJUSTMENT

3.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Response Values

Let us assume that at the end of every KT seconds we wish to make
a decision as to the current most probable impulse response polarities
and to effect an incremental adjustment of the equalizer. The demodu-
lated and equalized voltage at time tk is

OD

Yk = E Ilk 7 (5)

where the an's are the input symbols chosen from an M -symbol alphabet,
the h's are the samples of the overall (equalized) system impulse re-
sponse, and the nk's are noise samples. * We also make the following key
assumptions.

(i) The noise samples nk are independent, identically distributed
Gaussian variables with variance cr2

(ii) The input data symbols are uncorrelated.
(iii) The probability of error is relatively small, so that for practical

purposes the sequence ta is available at the output of the
detector.

(iv) The channel response samples 4. are essentially constant over
the observation interval of KT seconds.

It is important to note that these assumptions are not made because they
are true in a practical situation, but are made at this time to enable us
to derive a reasonable system configuration and to assess its probable
performance. Assumption (ii) is a particularly important one which we
shall have to consider more carefully in predicting actual system per-
formance.

Since we are using a decision -directed system - i.e., the detected
symbols a are assumed correct - we can regard the signal samples yk as
being determined by noise and the set of parameters 4 . By an appro-

*It is true that the noise sequence {nk} must pass through the equalizer. How-
ever, since in practice, all the tap gains c, of the equilizer except for co are very
small we assume that the statistics of the noise sequence are unaffected by the
equalizer.
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priate statistical technique we can make estimates of the response
samples h. from the signal samples yk . Using the set of assumptions (i)
through (iv), the probability of receiving the sequence tykl, k = 1,

 , K for a particular choice of the parameter set 4n is

an4k,( 6))p(y111.) =
K exp - (yk - E

71-00

1
CO

2

Cr 'Van -k=1

The likelihood function L(y 1h) is the logarithm of p(ylh ). Apart from
a constant, this is

(7)
202 a"4")2L(y1h) =

The maximum likelihood estimates of the (2N + 1) response values of
, j = -N, , +N, needed to adjust the transversal filter tap gains

are determined by the (2N + 1) simultaneous equations aL/aii, = 0.
Thus

E ak-a (yk - >2 an"4,-) = 0, for j = -N, , +N. (8)
k=1 n=-ao

These equations are more conveniently rewritten in the form

where

1 V, 2_, ak_iyk - E 4A, = 0,k=1OO
K

An; = E ak-nak-j 
k=1

(9)

(10)

Because of assumption (ii) that the input symbols are uncorrelated,
for a reasonably long averaging period K we can use An; = Ski where
S is the average signal power. This simplification yields the estimators

41 = ak-iyk 
KS k=1

We could easily now find the variance of the estimates (11) under
the assumption of random data, and we would discover that they are
poorly converging estimates with typically about 50,000 samples yk re-
quired before we could move the equalizer taps with any degree of con-
fidence. This exorbitant settling time is caused by the presence of a
large parameter, 40 ti 1, among a set of typically very small parameters.
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Bear in mind that in normal operation the equalization will be very close
to perfect and the samples 4; for j 0 will be generally much less than
0.01 in magnitude.

This difficulty is circumvented by estimating ('o - 1) which is com-
parable in size to 4; for j 0 instead of directly estimating 40 . There-
fore, we define

4jh  =
for j 0,

for j = 0.
(12)

The samples h; represent equalization error in the output pulse response.
Following estimation of these values each of the taps c; is advanced if
h; is negative and retarded if h; is positive - the center tap being
handled the same as any other tap.

Substitution of (12) in (7) gives the likelihood function
IC

My I h) = E - (y, - ak - >2 anhk_)
k=i Z Cr1

2

n=-co
(13)

The quantities (yk - ak) will be used frequently so we designate these
ek since they represent the error between the received sample yk and the
detected level ak . The maximum likelihood estimates of the equalization
error become

K

=
ICS

ak-Jek 
k=1

(14)

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of an adaptive equalizer employing
the estimates (14). In this system, the detected levels ak are converted
to analog form and subtracted from the received samples yk to form the
error samples ek . The error samples ek are then correlated simultaneously
with each of the detected symbols ak-; for j = -N , , +N. To
accomplish this, the error samples ek must be delayed NT seconds while
the detected samples ak are passed along a (2N 1) -tap delay line.
The delay line may consist of parallel shift registers since the samples
ak are in digital form. The outputs of the correlators (multipliers - low-
pass filters) are sampled at K symbol intervals and appropriate actions
are taken on the transversal filter attenuators.

3.2 Performance of the Adaptive Equalizer Under Ideal Conditions

In assessing the performance of an adaptive equalizer, we are primarily
concerned with accuracy and settling time. The action of the equalizer
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Fig. 3 - Periodically sampled adaptive equalizer.

is that of a multidimensional random walk with a bias toward correct
equalization being supplied by the estimation circuitry. We shall make
the assumption of small tap interaction and consider that each of the
tap gains exhibits a one-dimensional walk independent of the action of
other taps. The fundamental quantity involved in questions of accuracy
and settling time is the probability P (sgn li; = sgn h;) = pc . For given
noise and data statistics this probability is a function of the value of
h; and represents the probability of making a correct adjustment of
tap c; . When I is large, i.e., equalization is poor, we expect that pc
will be close to unity, while for small h; I the probability pc approaches
0.5 and the tap gain tends to wander.

The adaptive equalizer must be designed to keep the inevitable wander
of the tap gain within bounds imposed by accuracy requirements. Gen-
erally, we would wish to take full advantage of the inherent accuracy
of the attenuator setting apparatus, i.e., each attenuator is adjusted in
steps of A. Thus, when the equalizer is in perfect adjustment each tap
gain will have an error of about 0.5A, which means that each of the
samples h.; will be about 0.50 in magnitude. At the end of K symbol
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durations, each of the gains will be increased or decreased by A. If
hJI = 0.50 and a mistake is made in the polarity of hi , then the next

value of h; will be about 1.5A in magnitude and distortion will be con-
siderably increased. We should generally design the system so that each
tap gain spends a great majority of the time in the state where I hJI =
0.50 and a small amount at 1.5A. Thus, for example, we may wish pc
to be 0.99 when h; = 0.50.

We now evaluate pc (h;) under the ideal conditions given in assump-
tions (i) through (iv) . When the averaging period K is large the esti-
mates 1i, become normally distributed. The mean value of fit; is

IS= K ktiak_jeka.
(15)

he error sample ek may be written

ek = yk - ak = > anhk, nkn=-.

so that (15) becomes
K K1 E E

ak-Ian hk-n a, _ink KS k=I KS k=1

Since aka; = Sok; we have the necessary result

= h; .

(16)

(17)

(18)

The variance, cr;', of it; may be evaluated in straightforward fashion.

2 1
E E E E ak_ianae_jan, hk-nhe-t09

A -J.) k=1 e=1 71=-0. nn=-.)

1
K K

-106,2 E E ak_xte_Akne - hj2

(19)

k--=1 e=1

The four -fold sum in (19) may be partitioned into three sums involving
pairwise equality in subscripts and an overlap term. A little manipula-
tion yields

2
Qj

/C-1 2

=K-1 162 ±K2
n=1

-2 E (lc - 3n KS' (20)
nOi

To get some sort of feel for the values involved, let's assume that
h; = 0.50 or -0.5A with equal probability when I j I < N and is zero
otherwise. Then the expected value of a;2 becomes
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-
Gri2 K

1 (N2 +s (21)

For pc to be 0.99 when hi = 0.5k, we require that 0.50 = 2.33a; , so that
for the zero noise condition

K 10.8N. (22)

For example, a 13 -tap equalizer in the absence of noise requires about
140 symbols (0.058 sec. at a baud rate of 2400) to make a sufficiently
accurate estimate. However, for a typical phone line application we
require extremely accurate equalization so that A might typically be
on the order of 0.0025 while the signal-to-noise ratio (S/U2) is about 30
db. In this case, the noise term in (21) completely swamps the "inter -
symbol clutter" term NY/2 and the 0.99 accuracy at 0.50 condition
means that

K
21.7a-2

WS (23)

For this example, 3470 samples (1.45 sec) are required per step of
equalization.

3.3 Performance of the Adaptive Equalizer Under Adverse Conditions

Now that the equalization system configuration has been established
under the assumption of ideal conditions, it becomes necessary to judge
deterioration when these conditions are not met in practice. Through-
out this paper, the specific application is assumed to be high-speed,
voice telephone channel, data transmission.

Assumption (i) regarding Gaussian noise is usually justified in prac-
tice (the impulsive noise is not a determining factor for high-speed
transmission) and in any event is not a very crucial assumption. As-
sumption (iii) that the received symbols are detected correctly is

generally amply satisfied during normal data transmission with error
rates of 0.01 or less. Remember that the information from a thousand
or more symbols may be averaged to make one decision regarding equa-
lization. Thus, we only require that a large majority of decisions are
correct. Obviously the system performance deteriorates and finally
"breaks" as the error rate becomes higher and higher, but the ana-
lytical evaluation of the effect appears difficult. Experimental results
will be mentioned in a later section of this paper, but it should be said
here that the system will work well with error rates on the order of 0.1.
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Once the equalizer begins to work, the error rate quickly drops back to a
more normal value.

The time variation rate of the channel must be matched with the
accuracy requirement to arrive at an averaging time KT seconds
during which the channel does not vary greatly compared to the size
step O being taken on the equalizer taps. In the phone line application,
this appears simple even for very high accuracies since the transmis-
sion characteristics are not usually observed to continually change at
any great rate.

The most troublesome of the four ideal assumptions is the one in-
volving uncorrelated input symbols. During normal data transmission
one would expect that the sequence tan} would appear random over an
interval of a thousand symbols, but unfortunately this is frequently
not the case. Long steady sequences of ones or of zeros may be used to
hold the line, or the dotting pattern of alternate ones and zeros may be
employed for some such purpose. In any event where a short, repet-
itive pattern is transmitted the spectrum of the transmitted signal
consists of a number of discrete lines. Obviously it is impossible at the
receiver to extract any information about the channel's transmission
characteristics except at a few discrete points. Any adaptive equalizer
must be prepared to weather this period and await new random data
upon which meaningful decisions can be made. Fortunately, it can be
shown that the adaptive equalizer of Fig. 3 acts on whatever informa-
tion is available in the received data and retains its settings through
periods of bad sequences.

We return now to (17) and remove the assumption concerning un-
correlated data. Then

CO

it; = E h).;_ (24)
00

where r1 is the normalized autocorrelation function of the input data
sequence (which is assumed to be stationary).

1 K
ri inn

z.n.#3
,, E akak_i . (25)

For ideal equalization, we require that the action of the equalizer
cause h. = 0 for In I < N. The adaptive equalizer tries to accomplish
this by forcing hi = 0 for < N. As can be seen from (24), a slight
error may be introduced if r; 0 for j 0. The only error involved,
however, is to cause some influence of the samples h. for In! >N on
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the tap settings. Generally, these samples which are outside the range of
equalization are quite small (otherwise the number of equalizer taps
needs to be increased) and their effect is only multiplied by the tails of
the input autocorrelation function. Suppose, for example, that h. = 0
for I n > N. Then after equalization

= E hnri-n = 0 for I j < N (26)
n=-N

and the only solution to this set of (2N + 1) equations is the perfect
state hn = 0 for I n N provided the matrix

r0 ri r2N

9.-1 r0

R = (27)

r -2N 7.0

is nonsingular.
If the data sequence consists of a repetitive pattern of period L sym-

bols, then r1 = ri+L and the rank of R cannot be greater than L. Thus,
if the period of pattern repetition L is less than the number of taps on
the equalizer (2N + 1), then the equalizer does not reach optimum
settings. Consider then what settings the equalizer does reach. In view
of r; = ri+L we can rewrite (24) in the form

and

L-1

Ern 2_, hi-n-mL}
n=0 nt=-.0

7. 7
hi = hi+L .

(28)

(29)

Thus, only L taps of the equalizer represent independent feedback loops,
while the other (2N + 1 - L) tap gains are slaves to the L gains con-
sidered independent. In fact, they receive the identical error signals
and are thus incremented identical amounts. The equalizer solves the
L simultaneous equations to arrive at

E hi-L = 0 (30)

for j = 0, , L - 1.
Actually, this solution minimizes the data distortion for the particular

sequence being transmitted. The received samples yk may be written in
terms of the equalization error samples hn using (5) and (12).
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Yk = E + ak + nk (31)

But, since ak = ak-FL , we have
L-1

Yk = E an E ak nk (32)
n-0

arid we see that an equivalent channel response could be defined as
g} where

gn = E hn-mL 0 <= n < L - 1
(33)

gn = 0 elsewhere.

The distortion for the equivalent channel is minimized by zeroing the
samples gn within the range of the equalizer, but this is precisely what
(30) indicates is done.

If the equalizer is at a nominally perfect setting (hn = 0; I n < N)
when the repetitive sequence is begun, then the equalizer holds its
settings over the time of periodic transmission. There is no possibility
of a drift in settings since taps ck and ck+r, are "locked" together and yet
must maintain the solutions gn = 0. There are L free taps and L inde-
pendent equations for which the taps are initially at a solution. Thus,
the equalizer can hold its settings over an indefinite time while periodic
sequences are transmitted so long as the channel characteristics remain
fixed.

If the channel response changes while periodic sequences are being
transmitted then the equalizer will move to a new solution of (30) to
minimize the distortion for the particular periodic sequence. However,
this solution will not infer that h. = 0 for in' < N and the equalization
will not be perfect when random data starts again.

The action of the equalizer for unfavorable data sequences can be
summarized by saying that the system always attempts to do the best
equalization possible for the data being transmitted. In no case is the
equalization deteriorated because of the adaptive loop over the per-
formance of a fixed equalizer.

IV. AN IMPROVED DIGITALIZED ADAPTIVE EQUALIZER

4.1 Description.

There is a great premium attached to the use of digital circuits where
possible for reasons of equipment cost and size. It is possible to con-
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siderably simplify the implementation of the adaptive equalizer of
Fig. 3 by discarding linear concepts and using only polarity information
throughout. Thus, instead of correlating the error signal ek with the
detected symbols ak_i we add mod 2 the binary symbols corresponding
to the polarities of ek and ak_i . The resulting simplification can be
seen in Fig. 4. The symbol polarity sgn ak_i is obtained by passing the
most significant digit of the detected symbol (in binary format) through
a shift register. In the Gray code commonly used for binary -to -multi-
level conversion the first bit indicates polarity of the symbol.

The polarity of error sgn ek can be produced by the simple expedient
of adding an additional stage of slicing to the log2 M slicers required for
M -level transmission. Each stage of the log2 M slicers "folds" the signal
value about the last threshold, so that an extra stage simply produces
automatically the polarity of the error sgn ek . Fig. 4 illustrates a 16 -level
transmission system. Five stages of slicing are employed. The first four
stages deliver the four detected bits indicating the received symbol
ak while the first and fifth bits are used for equalization purposes.

After passing the error polarity through an N -stage shift register
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Fig. 4 -3 -tap digital adaptive equalizer.
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(in order to be able to correlate with N future and N past symbol po-
larities), the error polarities and symbol polarities are summed using
exclusive -OR circuits. At this point we are able to easily introduce an
improvement over the low-pass filter and periodic slicer used in the
equalizer of Fig. 3. The problem with periodic slicing is that a comprom-
ise time interval KT must be chosen for averaging which is based on
the most critical situation of near perfect equalization. The equalizer
moves just as slowly when equalization is poor and the correlator out-
put samples need much less averaging for a given accuracy.

A sequential testing procedure is clearly called for in this application.
In a sequential test, the interval between decisions is determined by the
input data itself. Instead of averaging data over a KT second interval
and then sampling to determine polarity, running sums of the exclusive -
OR outputs are kept. Positive and negative thresholds are set and the
tests are terminated whenever these thresholds are crossed. This pro-
cedure is most easily implemented in digital form using up -down binary
counters whose capacities of 2C counts determine the decision threshold
value. Whenever a one is emitted from the exclusive -OR the counter
advances one count, while a zero retards the counter one count. When
the counter overflows we decide the polarity of hk is positive and reduce
the gain of on tap ck . The counter is then reset to the center position of
C counts. Similarly, an underflow adjusts ck one step higher and resets
the counters. The 2C storage counters are of course tied directly to the
up -down counters which control the tap gain to accomplish this task
in a most simple manner.

Thus, the equalizer of Fig. 4 is surprisingly simple. It requires only an
N -stage shift register, a slicer, and (2N + 1) binary counters of capacity
2C in order to convert a preset equalizer to the adaptive mode. Since
the storage counters are used for averaging during stepup for the preset
equalizer we finally arrive at an adaptive equalizer which costs almost
nothing more than a preset equalizer.

The question arises as to why the preset mode (test pulses before
transmission) is needed at all. In many cases it may not be needed
provided a period of initial equalization is alloted during which data is
transmitted, but not used due to its unreliability. As we shall find,
the adaptive equalizer can accomplish a given degree of accuracy in
equalization in less time than a preset equalizer providing the error rate
is not too high. However, during initial setup the error rate is generally
so high that the adaptive equalizer operates very slowly or not at all.
Thus, a short period of test pulses can be profitably used to bring the
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error rate down to manageable values before adaptive equalization is
begun.

4.2 Analytical Evaluation

In this section we will evaluate the probability of correct adjustment
of tap c; and the average time required for an adjustment. The prob-
ability of correct adjustment pc depends on the size (2C) of the storage
counters and on the probability of an up -count p, and of a down -count
q, on the jth storage counter.

The kth count of the jth counter is obtained by multiplying the polari-
ties of ek and ak_; . Let us assume for convenience that h; is positive
(for negative h; the situation is, of course, entirely similar). The prob-
ability of a correct adjustment is then the probability of an overflow
occurring before an underflow. The probability of an up -count is

p = P (ek > 0, ak_; > 0) P (ek < 0, ak_; < 0). (34)

These probabilities are identical so we use

p = 2P (ek > 0, ak_; > 0). (35)

Equation (35) can be rewritten in terms of the conditional probability

p = 2P (ek > 0 I ak_; > 0)P (ak_.; > 0). (36)

The symbols a; will be taken as independent and equally likely to assume
any of the M values. Take 2d as the distance between adjacent levels,
so that d is the distance from any level to the nearest slicing (decision)
threshold. The amplitudes a; can assume are then d (2i - 1) for
i = -M/2 + 1, , M/2. Since ak_; can be positive or negative with
equal likelihood, (36) becomes

p = P(ek > 0 I ak_; > 0) (37)

2
M /2

P = -714- E P[ek > 0 I ak_; = d(2i - 1)]. (38)

Now we need to evaluate the conditional probabilities in (38). With
equalization error samples h at times nT and noise samples n , the
received voltage at time kT is

yk = E anhk, ak nk (39)
n

The error voltage ek is
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ek = E anhk-n Ilk
n=-co

(40)

We remove the term involving ak_; in (40) to obtain

ek [ E anhk-n + nk] (41)
nOk-j

The assumption is made that the sum of the intersymbol interference
and noise (the terms in brackets) is Gaussian distributed, with mean
zero and variance 0-2. The error ek is then Gaussian with mean ak_fh; ,
and variance 0-2.

The probability density of ek is sketched in Fig. 5. The conditional
probabilities in (38) should be interpreted as the probability that, given
given ak_.; was at level i, we decide that ek is positive. If ek crosses the
decision threshold on the right-hand side of Fig. 5, it will appear to the
receiver that ek was negative since ak will be incorrectly received as the
next higher symbol. If ek crosses the decision threshold on the left, ek is
interpreted as being positive. Thus, the conditional probability may be
written (refer to Fig. 5)

where

P (ek > 0 I = i + pi - (P2 - p3)

1

Pi - /--
f° -

zo-

2

exp
V 2-a _ak _ ih

1 d-l-ak_ jh j

( dx

(p2 - Pa) J
exp (- -2) dx. (44)

zw-cr d-ak_ jhj 2o-

(42)
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Fig. 5 - The probability density p(ek I ak-j).

(43)
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With the equalization even fairly good (as it must be if meaningful data
are being transmitted), ak_;h; must be a small number so that the ranges
of integration in (43) and (44) are small. Thus, we make the approxima-
tions

ak_jhj

P1 = 1/2ia

(p2 - pa) fit

C12

2ak_jhj exp
20-2

V27/ -0 -

Using these approximations we can write

Pick > 01 ak_; = d(2i - 1)] =

[1 - 2 exp (- d2 (47)d(2i - 1)h;

This expression is substituted into (38) and the summation is easily per-
formed over i to give

p = ± [1 - 2 exp (- -261:2)1 VIM2a Nig,- (48)

For normal operation the exponential term in the brackets is small in
comparison with unity and may be neglected. This term gives the con-
tribution due to slightly more errors being made in the right-hand
region (p2) than in the left-hand region (p3). An examination of the
relative probabilities p and (p2 - p3) without the approximations (45)
and (46) shows that (p2 - p3) is generally small in comparison with p,
even for error rates if 0.01 and higher. Thus, the system is able to esti-
mate the polarity of h; even when the eye is completely closed.

The final approximation for the probability p of a correct step in the
jth counter becomes

(45)

(46)

h;dM
P = 20- NifT= 

Generally, this probability is only a little larger than 0.5, hence
many counts must be averaged before a decision can be made as to
whether p > 2i in which case h; > 0, or whether p < I- and consequently
h; < 0. This averaging is best done using the 2C -count storage devices,
since these devices effect a sequential test of the two hypotheses p > 1
and p < 2. This sequential test will require less time on the average

(49)
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for a given accuracy than straightforward averaging with a fixed sample
size as in the adaptive equalizer of Fig. 3. In addition, it is more easily
implemented than the former technique.

The probability pc of an overflow before an underi3ow when the prob-
ability of an up -count is p and the probability of a down -count is q = 1 -
p is taken from Feller's analysis of the problem of the gambler's ruin.5
For a 2C counter initially set to its midpoint of C, Feller gives

(q/p)2c - (q/p)c
pc = 1 (50)0/73)2c -1

If pc is to be close to unity, (q/p)2C must be small compared with (q/ p)c ,
so we approximate (50) as

pc 1 - (q/P)C. (51)

We can further simplify this expression since q and p are both very close
to 0.5. Writing

we obtain

and we use

p = 0.5 +

q = 0.5 - ej
(52)

(q/ p) 1 - 4c (53)

(1 - 4e)c = exp [C log (1 - 4c)] (54)

to obtain the approximation

pc = 1 - exp (-4Cc). (55)

Finally, we substitute the value of E from (49).

2Ch,d111\
Pc = 1 - exp (- (56))

The average number of counts required for an overflow (or underflow)
is also given by Feller.

C 2C F1 - (q/p)C 1n- (57)(q - p) (q - p) Ll - (q/prc _I
Using the same approximations in (57) as we used in (51) results in the
approximation
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n
C_ Ar2; (58)

dMhi

In order to be able to compare this system with the previous adaptive
equalization system which uses linear techniques and averages over a
fixed interval of K symbols, we need to find pc in terms of hi , n and
S/o-2. The signal power S for an M -level system with separation 2d is

2 m/2 2S = d2 (2i - 1)2 = -d (312 - 1). (59)
ivi i=1 3

Now combining (59), (58), and (56) we arrive at (for M >> 1)

pc = 1 - exp (- -3 ii,h j2 8) (digitalized) (60)
7 °-

whereas an equivalent approximation for the previous equalizer is

pc = 1 -
hi \/2TKS

exp (-1KV 0.-2) . (61)

As expected, this comparison shows the previous system requires about
twice as much time to achieve a given degree of accuracy as does the
digitalized system. For the specific example used earlier 3090 symbols
(1.29 seconds) are required to achieve an accuracy pc = 0.99 when
h; = A = 0.0025, and S/0-2 = 1000.

This does not mean that the digitalized equalizer operates twice as
fast as the previous equalizer. Actually, it operates much faster than that.
The average time of 3090 symbols is required only when h; = 0.50
and since this represents perfect equalization we don't care how long
the equalizer takes to move to the state -0.50. When the gain c; is
out of equalization by a single step hi is approximately 1.56, and accord-
ing to (58) the time ii, required is only a third as much - or 1030 sym-
bols. Similarly, when ci is 2 steps out fi becomes 618 symbols. If the
equalizer is turned on when equalization is relatively poor the steps are
taken in nearly the minimum time of C symbols. The counter capacity
may be calculated from the accuracy requirement using (56). For our
example we obtain C = 85. (Of course, either a 7 -stage (2C = 128) or an
8 -stage (2C = 256) would have to be used in practice.)

The longest average time before an equalizer change is required when
hi = 0 and, consequently, pc = 0.5. Here a long average time is desirable
since disturbing the equalizer is detrimental. The time in such case is C2
symbols - in our example about 7200 symbols. Thus, the average time
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between equalizer adjustments varies between C (85) and C2 (7200)
symbols with short times used when urgency of movement is greatest
and longer times used when leisurely adjustment is possible and, in fact,
necessary because of stringent accuracy requirements.

V. ADAPTIVE EQUALIZATION USING ERROR CONTROL INFORMATION

5.1 Description

In many applications for adaptive equalization a forward -acting error
correction system will be associated with the data transmission system.
When the objective of system design is high-speed transmission, the
modem is generally operated at an unacceptably high error rate. A
detection -retransmission system cannot be solely relied upon, since the
high error rate would necessitate constant requests for retransmission.

In the exploratory VSB system described in Refs. 2, 3, and 4, a (200,
175) Bose-Chaudhuri code with a minimum distance of 8 was used for
triple error correction. In the event of a detectable error pattern con-
taining more than three errors, a retransmission request was made.
Using triple error correction with a modem error rate of roughly 2 X
10-3, the frequency of requests for retransmission was low enough to
not have appreciably affected the throughput of the system.

When the equalization is imperfect the error rate is naturally increased,
but moreover the data system becomes pattern sensitive. Some pat-
terns of input data are more likely to result in errors than other patterns
because of the memory of the system. Given that an error has occurred,
it is quite likely that such a bad pattern was transmitted. Since the bad
patterns are simply related to the system impulse response we have the
interesting possibility of using the information available in the error
correction system for the purpose of adjusting the equalizer.

Briefly, a scheme based on this principle works as follows. Whenever
an error is corrected by the error control unit, the direction of the error
and the polarities of the surrounding symbols are observed. By "direc-
tion" of the error is meant whether a symbol has been changed to a
higher amplitude level (+) or to a lower level (-). If the direction of
the error is positive the polarities of the surrounding symbols are taken
directly to the equalizer. If the direction of the error is negative all
symbol polarities are inverted. These polarities are used to either ad-
vance or retard counters attached to the variable attenuators of the
equalizer. The attenuators are incremented positively or negatively
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whenever the corresponding counters underflow or overflow. A block
diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 6.

For a specific example, suppose that 16 -level transmission is used.
The incoming binary data train is converted 4 bits at a time into the
16 symbols using a Gray code. Suppose that at the receiver the following
sequence is received

0011 1011 14:10 0110 0001.

The error control locates and corrects an error in the bit marked with an
X. As part of the error correction procedure the entire 200 -bit word has
been stored, so the polarities of the symbols surrounding the error are
readily available. In fact, with a Gray code the polarity of the amplitude
level corresponding to a given 4 -bit symbol is determined by the first bit.
Therefore, the polarities of the two symbols either side of the error
are, in order,

- (error) - - .

The symbol which was in error was 1010 changed to 1110. From a table
of the Gray code we can determine that this error carried amplitude
level 13 into amplitude level 12. Thus, the direction of the error is nega-

RECEIVED CODE WORD

M011 I11110 CO M
AMPLaUDE

111 010 M101 LEVEL

ERROR
DIRECTION

0

4 -STAGE
COUNTER

MOD 2
SUMS

4 -STAGE
COUNTER

4 -STAGE
COUNTER

4 -STAGE
COUNTER

0 05
ANY COUNTER OVERFLOW ADJUSTS

TAP ONE STEP ON AUTOMATIC EQUALIZER

(

GREY
CODE

1000

1001

1011

1010

1110

1111

1101

1100

0100

0101

0111

0110

0010

0011

0001

0000

Fig. 6 - Example error control - adaptive equalizer coordination (2C = 16).
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tive and the symbol polarities are reversed and used to increment
counters.

Notice that in this system the storage counters are only incremented
when errors occur. If no errors are being made, then the equalizer settings
are not changed. Therefore, the counters are changed much less fre-
quently in this system than in the previous adaptive equalizer. However,
when the counters are changed, we shall find that the changes are more
reliable and that smaller counters may be used to effect a comparably
reliable statistical test.

5.2 Analytical Evaluation

Again we are going to evaluate the probability p of counting in the
correct direction on the storage counter attached to attenuator c; .
We suppose that h; is positive and with a spacing 2d between levels we
have

p = P (ak_j > 0 ek > d) P (ak_.; < 0 I ek < - d) (62)

p = 2P (ak_f > 0 I ek > d). (63)

With the 1W possible symbols equally likely we can write (63) in the form
m/2

E P[ek > d J ak_.; = d(2i - 1)]
p= MP (ek > d)

( 64)

As in Section 4.2, we write the error voltage ek

ek = ak_ihi [ E anhk-n + nk] (65)

and assume the bracketed term is Gaussian, mean zero, variance 0.2.
Thus,

P[ek > d I ak_i = d(2i - 1)]
1 w X2 (66)

ex (- -7-2) dx
V arcr Ja-dui-imi 2a

and for reasonably small error rates we make the approximation

P[ek > d I ak_; = d(2i - 1)]
a d2[1 - (2i - (67)

"..,
---- N/71- d[1 - (2i - 1 NJ exP (- 2cr2

If we also assume that when ak_.; is a random variable, ek is Gaussian
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distributed and make the same approximation involved in (67), we
arrive at

V 0-2 ± Sh; d2P(ek > d) exp (68)
A/27 d 2(02 + Ski))

Presumably a.2 >> Sh; when the system is near perfect equalization, so
we drop the Sh; terms. Equations (68) and (67) are then inserted into
(64) to get

P Mi=, [1 - (2i - 1)111] exP
1

M,'2
1 d2[1 - (2i - 1)h;]2

2(72

Our aim in evaluating (69) is an approximation which is accurate to
terms linear in h; , a small number. The denominator in (69) does not
contribute terms on this order, so we are able to sum the geometric series
giving

1 - exp (111-d2h) 1
p = exp (d -2k) 672

2a 1 - exp (2d2h) 1.\ a2
Finally, we retain only terms linear in h; to obtain the result

Md2h;
=p 4a2

(69)

(70)

(71)

Equation (71) is similar in form to (49) for the probability of a correct
count in the digitalized equalizer. The principal difference is that (71)
involves the threshold -to -noise ratio squared (d2/a2) whereas (49) uses
the ratio (d/ a). Thus, p in (71) is considerably more reliable than the
probability for a correct count in the digitalized adaptive equalizer.
However, the counts in the error control system occur at a much slower
rate, namely 2P (ek > d).

A counter of capacity 2C is used to store the counts from the error
correction circuitry. The equations of Feller may again be used with
suitable approximations to find the probability pc of a correct equalizer
adjustment and the average number of counts n required before a cor-
rection.

Ch;d2M)
a2

_ C2 0.2n -
Md2h, 

(72)

(73)
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In order to get the average number of symbols required before an equa-
lizer adjustment, we must multiply ii, by the average number of symbols
per error, which is approximately [from (68)]

d-
2o -e_1212.2

(74)

The comparison of this system with the previous system becomes
quite complicated because of the dependence of the error control system
upon the number of levels M and on the error rate of the system (for
which our approximation is only valid when equalization is exact). In
general, it seems that for a given accuracy of equalization, the previous
digitalized equalizer will require less time per adjustment. To follow
through with our example we assume h., = 0.50, A = 0.0025, S/u2 =
103, and now M = 16. Since

8/0.2 3(122 (M2 1) (75)

the threshold -to -noise ratio is

d2l62 = 11.76. (76)

The probability of error for the system is about 6.5 X 10-4 and no =
1540 symbols per error. From (72), we find that a counter capacity
2C = 40 is required to ensure pc = 0.99. This may be compared with
2C = 170 for the previous system. The number of counts per adjust-
ment n = 170, but non = 2.62 X 10' symbols per adjustment.

This comparison is somewhat unfair to the error control system since
it must be pointed out that the speed of movement at h2 = 0.5k is
immaterial. This condition merely determines the counter sizes neces-
sary to meet accuracy requirements. We are much more concerned with
the equalizer response when the equalization is imperfect. In this case,
not only is n inversely proportional to hi , but the error rate also in-
creases so that counts are made more frequently. Even if one is willing
to stretch the point quite a bit, it does seem that the error control
equalizer coordination is unattractive in comparison with the previous
adaptive system. Nevertheless the system implementation is quite
simple and the concept sufficiently intriguing that perhaps a use can
be found for such a coordination.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Three systems for adaptive equalization of digital data systems have
been described and analyzed. One of these three systems, the digitalized
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adaptive equalizer described in Section IV, appears to be much more
attractive than the other two, both from the standpoint of instrumen-
tation ease and of performance. Therefore, although the error control
coordinated system has also been constructed, only the digitalized
adaptive system has been subjected to extensive testing.

The system constructed used a 13 -tap delay line and a tap increment
O of 0.0025, although this increment is tapered to considerably smaller
values near the outside taps of the delay line. In line with the example
values computed in Section IV, eight stages were used in the storage
counters, resulting in a capacity of 2C = 256 counts for each tap.

The system was tested in conjunction with the 9600 bit -per -second,
16 -level VSB system described by F. K. Becker in Ref. 2. A good pic-
torial demonstration of the adaptive equalizer is shown in the sequence
of photos in Fig. 7 where the VSB system is transmitting at 4800 bits -
per -second, using only four levels. The reduced speed here is to enable
us to easily discern the distinct levels in the eye pictures of Fig. 7.
The first photo shows the normal, equalized eye pattern. The intensified
dots on this picture indicate the position of the sampling time which
in this first photo has been artificially moved to the right, completely
out of the eye opening. This is equivalent to the sudden introduction of
a constant delay into the transmission channel. It can be observed in
this first photo that the error rate would be relatively high due to the
mistiming.

In the subsequent pictures the timing position has been left fixed
while the adaptive equalizer changes its settings to move the entire
eye pattern to the right effecting a reequalization of the system. At first
the pattern moves quite rapidly since decisions are made quickly by the
testing counters. As the eye approaches the timing position again
decisions are made at a slower rate and the movement slows. The
entire process takes only about a few seconds in spite of the quite abnorm-
ally large disturbance of the transmission characteristic.

Fig. 8 shows a sequence of photographs of a 16 -level folded eye pic-
ture following a sudden change in transmission characteristics. If the
16 -level eye were shown in the same format as the 4 -level eyes of Fig. 4,
the 15 "holes" in the eye diagram would be too small to distinguish.
Therefore, all 15 "holes" have been superimposed by folding the 16 -level
eye diagram over and over until the picture resembles a binary eye dia-
gram. In the first second of operation, from 0 to 1 second, the eye is
recaptured by the adaptive equalizer.

At the positions shown in the first photos of Figs. 7 and 8 the equalizer
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Fig. 7- Four -level eye picture after timing is abruptly displaced.
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Fig. 8 -16 -level, folded eye picture after abrupt change in transmission char-
acteristics.

acts quickly and decisively. It is possible to disturb the channel so badly
that no semblance of an eye opening is left and the error probability is
nearly 0.5. The mathematics of the equalizer operation here are quite
complex and give little insight toward performance evaluation. It has
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been observed experimentally that for binary (2 -level) operation it
has been impossible to find a setting or disturbance from which the
equalizer will not eventually converge. Sometimes the eventuality takes
as long as a minute as the equalizer makes slow (on the order of C2)
decisions -a sure indication of inaccuracy. After a period of what seems
to be random hunting the equalizer reaches a position which it sud-
denly recognizes. The decisions come very quickly (on the order of C)
and the eye appears seemingly from nowhere. Finally, perfect equaliza-
tion is approached and the decisions once more come very slowly.

For higher level systems, 8- and 16 -level, positions can be found from
which the equalizer will not in all probability converge in a time that
one is willing to wait around and watch. There seem to exist certain
stable states where, for example, a 16 -level eye pattern exists where
8 -level transmission is being used - each level being split into two
balanced levels. It should be emphasized that these conditions never
occur during normal data transmission when the equalizer has an open
eye to begin with and only has to track this eye through changing
transmission characteristics. They are relevant, however, for the ac-
quisition period if the equalizer is turned on without any setup period.
Such procedure is not recommended for the higher level systems. (It will
be obvious to the reader that it is possible to send a pattern of "outside"
levels - i.e., a 2 -level signal to start a higher level transmission. Also,
it is possible to use quasi -random pattern generators, say maximal-

length shift registers, at both transmitter and receiver to start trans-
mission without worrying about transmission errors.)

A series of error performance runs was made on two test facilities -
one looped via K -carrier to Boston from Holmdel, New Jersey and the
other looped to Chicago via LMX-1 carrier from Holmdel. A number of
2 minute runs were made at 9600 bits -per -second at various times of
day on each facility. In every case a control run of 2 minutes (1.152 X
106 bits) was made using preset equalization as described in Ref. 3. The
results of these runs are plotted in Fig. 9 with preset error rate as the
abscissa and adaptive error rate as the ordinate. In all cases, the error
rate was diminished by the use of adaptive equalization. Even in the
worst case the improvement factor was over three, while the best case
represented an improvement factor of 50 and the average factor was
approximately 10.

The importance of this improvement factor in the performance of
this system cannot be overemphasized. While the order -of -magnitude
improvement may not seem significant, it must be pointed out that this
is raw error rate previous to error correction. If the curves relating cus-
tomer error rate to raw error rate for the error control system used in
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Fig. 9 - Error rates for adaptive and preset equalization on test runs.

conjunction with the VSB system which are shown in Ref. 4 are exam-
ined, it will be seen that the customer error rate is an extremely sensitive
function of the raw error rate. An improvement of an order of magnitude
in raw error rate results in an improvement of 2 or 3 orders of magnitude
in the customer error rate. The customer error rates are not shown in
Fig. 9 since in many cases the error rate for preset equalization was
so high as to preclude synchronization, while frequently the adaptive
error rate was too low to get any customer errors at all in the two -min-
ute runs.

The question arises as to where the improvement comes from. First
the improvement factor does not come from tracking the changing
channel characteristics over the two -minute period. The error rate is
virtually unchanged if the adaptive equalizer is turned off after a few
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second's operation. The improvement comes from a number of other
factors, chief of which is the improved setting accuracy. The preset
equalizer operates for a period of 7 seconds during which .100 test pulses
per second are transmitted. After this period an equilibrium distribution
of equalizer positions has been reached in which the average tap error is
about A, whereas with the adaptive equalizer 2400 symbols per second
are used to extract information and the average tap error has been de-
signed to be close to the minimum value of 0.50.

The other factors, whose importance has not been quantitatively
assessed, are the possibility of a nonlinearity in the transmission channel
so that different characteristics are presented to the.data signals than to
test pulses, the possibility that the test pulses have some overlap, and
the possibility of some bias in the examination of test pulse sample
polarities. There seems to be no question that adaptive equalization using
received data is superior to test pulse equalization.

Finally, an attempt was made to measure the time variation of some
of the test lines. A critical measure of this variation can be achieved by
averaging in low-pass filters the outputs of the exclusive -OR circuits in
Fig. 4. The filter outputs are extremely sensitive indicators of the param-
eters h; , although they are difficult to calibrate since the proportionality
constant is a function of the noise variance [see (49)]. The recorder
puts from these filters are purposely not reproduced here lest the reader
grant too much significance to the time variation records obtained.
Generally, about a peak variation of one percent was found on the center
3 taps (h_1, ho , and h1) and a negligible amount on other taps. The
period of variation varied from about 10 seconds to a few minutes and
then grew short again periodically. It was easily demonstrated that the
variation was due to phase wander in the carrier system. Such slow phase
wander was subsequently tracked using more sophisticated phase con-
trol apparatus.

A record of the exact setting reached by each tap gain control using
adaptive equalizer setup was made periodically over a period of several
weeks. Within statistical error the values reached were constant with
the exception of the three central, phase -sensitive taps. (The reason
these taps are phase sensitive is that the quadrature pulse ideally has
nonzero values only at these points.)
The transmission facilities have been designed through the years to be

relatively insensitive to temperature and humidity changes. It would
seem that even for the most critical current data transmission usage,
the telephone channel's phase and amplitude characteristics can b3
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assumed to be time invariant. Thus, it seemed that adaptive equaliza-
tion was more useful as a refining device after test pulse equalization
and as an insurance system rather than as a tracking equalizer for a
significantly time varying channel. Nevertheless, the potentialities of
the system considerably exceeded the demands of the environment and
even so its benefits were quite strikingly apparent.
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Geometrical Representation of Gaussian
Beam Propagation

By T. S. CHU
(Manuscript received October 20, 1965)

A single equation governing the various properties encountered in propa-
gation of Gaussian beams is discussed. These characteristics may be graph-
ically presented on an impedance chart such as a Smith chart or in the form
of normalized curves. The geometrical representations highlight the relation
between Gaussian mode theory and geometrical optics formulas.

The power coupling coefficient between two Gaussian modes suggests a
complex mismatch coefficient whose geometrical representation is essentially
the same as that of a complex reflection coefficient in transmission -line theory.
Application of the Smith chart in determining a complex mismatch coeffi-
cient is illustrated by graphical solution of a beam -matching problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of a Gaussian beam and its transformation through
a lens has been well treated in previous literature.' '2 '3 '4 This paper will
show that a single, formally identical equation governs three properties
of Gaussian beam propagation: (i) the phase front curvature and the
beam radius in terms of the distance from the beam waist and the
minimum beam radius; (ii) the propagation of a Gaussian beam in free
space; (iii) the transformation of a Gaussian beam through a lens.
Geometrical representations of these characteristics highlight the re-
lationship between Gaussian beam propagation and geometrical optics.

Several recent papers5'6'7'8 have been devoted to graphical solutions
of Gaussian mode problems. One recalls that the Smith chart is a geo-
metrical representation of complex reflection coefficient in transmission
line theory. It seems logical, therefore, to look for the counterpart of a
complex reflection coefficient in Gaussian mode theory in order that the
full potential of the Smith chart may be realized in graphical solutions
of Gaussian mode problems. In this paper, a complex mismatch coef-
ficient will be defined such that the geometrical representation of this

287
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coefficient is essentially the same as that of a complex reflection coef-
ficient in transmission line theory. This observation immediately sug-
gests the application of the Smith chart of complex mismatch coefficients
to a graphical solution of beam matching problems.

II. THE ANALOGY AMONG THREE PROPERTIES OF A GAUSSIAN BEAM

In order to discuss the Gaussian beam transformation it is convenient
to summarize the relationships among the parameters of a Gaussian
beam propagating along the z-axis first."

w(z) = Az (1a)
YY irtV-2

7,11,2 2

r(z) Z [1 (
Az

) (lb)

In (1), w is the beam radius at which the field amplitude has fallen to
1/e of if maximum value on the z-axis, a is the minimum beam radius
(called the beam waist) where one has a plane phase front at z = 0, and
r is .the radius of .curvature of the phase front at z. It should be noted
that the phase front is not exactly spherical; therefore, its radius of
curvature is exactly equal to r only on the z-axis. The z-coordinate,
measured from the beam waist, is taken to be positive to the right and
negative to the left; the parameters are illustrated in Fig. 1. Equation
(1) may be solved for a and z as follows:

w
2

Z =
± (,w2)

(2a)

(2b)

Equations (1) and (2) may be transformed into a single equation of
complex variables:

1 1 1
i - . . (3)

7rw2/X r (7r/D2/X) iz

We are also interested in the transformation of a Gaussian beam going
through a lens of focal length f as shown in Fig. 2. A beam with its mini-
mum beam radius al located at d1 will become another beam with its
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Fig. 1- Parameters of a Gaussian beam.
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minimum beam radius 7.1)2 located at d2 . Since the beam radius remains
the same in passing through the lens we obtain from (la)

tih V 1 + (Xdijr2D12)2 = W2 (Ad2hrt)22)2. (4)

The thin lens formula states that the change of the phase front curva-
ture may be approximated by the reciprocal of the focal length. Thus,
using (lb), one obtains

f

d2

2W2

2W2

Fig. 2 - The analogy between the Gaussian beam transformation through a lens
and the Gaussian beam propagation in free space.
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1 1 1

d1[1 (71012/Xd1)21 d2[1
(reb22/Ad2)2] (5)

where the sign of the second term on the left side is positive because d2
has been taken to be positive to the left of the beam waist following the
convention of Goubaul and Kogelnik.2 Straightforward algebra will lead
to the following solutions for (4) and (5):

d2 1 -

'022

d1 -f
(d,
\f - 1)2 ± (11-1D12)2

Xf

1

012 (di
f - 1) + (VgjX/122)

(6)

(7)

The above two expressions are essentially rearrangements of formulas
obtained by Goubau.1 When r2(Ii2/X << I di - f I, (6) and (7) approach
the thin lens formula and the magnification formula of geometrical
optics. * When 7rthi2/Xf -> 00 the condition for geometrical optics focusing
of parallel rays is obtained. These two equations have been plotted in
Figs. 3 and 4 for various values of p = ir2U12/Xf. There it is seen that the
singularity at d1 = f in geometrical optics is eliminated in Gaussian mode
transformations. The maxima and minima in Fig. 3 may be easily found
by differentiating (6) with respect to dill, and they are given by

2

d2

27r2D12/f
= 1 ± , d

X f Xf
when i rwl= 1 ± (8)

The points of inflection are

di -071-012= 1 and 1 ±
f Al

Equations (6) and (7) can be combined into one equation of complex
variables:

(f -2,

d2

1)

1

2 . dl(- -
Af f

(9)

* Simple algebra may easily reduce them to the more familiar forms,
/=

/ and W22 = d22
12 d,2
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Next, let us consider the propagation of a Gaussian beam along the
z-axis. One would like to express the beam radius W2 and the curvature
1/r2 of the phase front at any given point in terms of the beam radius w1
and the curvature 1/7.1 at some other point along the axis. Since any
Gaussian beam has a single beam waist at a definite location, one obtains
from (2) the following conditions:

wl W2

V1 (irwi2/Xri)2 V1 + (rw22/Xr2)2

r2 7*1

1 + (Xr2/71-W22)2 1 + (A0.1/7r2V12 )2
= Z2 - Z1 

Let L = z2 - zl . Rearranging (10) and (11) yields

(10)
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and

7,1012/A 7rw22/X

(1 2 1 2 1 )2 (1 )2
A +

\ZW12/ I%) (r1) VirW:d1/4/ \r2/

ri. 7.2

2 2+

1

2
_

GW112/A) + 1(ri) GW22/X)

\
r2)

If we also rearrange (4) and (5) as follows:

711142/A 7r7b22/X

(ir7b12/X )2 + d12 = (71.1.i.)22/x )2 d22

d1 d2

(7rT2A)2 + d12 + (ro:/A). . 2 + d22 =
1

(12a)

L. (12b)

(13a)

(13b)

the analogy* between (12) and (13) now emerges with the following
one-to-one correspondences:

rffh2
1

<->
A rwi2/A

7111722 1

A rw22/X

d1 H - 1-
r1

d2 H -1
r2

1
4-> L.

Using the above analogy, one may immediately write down the solu-
tions of (12) for tv2 and 1/r2

L
7'2

1 =
- - - 1

ri

+
L

rl rwi2/X

(14)

* The analogy would look even better, if r1 had been assumed positive to the
left of the beam waist. This fact, of course, results from the sign convention of d1,
which is positive to the left of the lens.
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L

2

Ltr"
X

rw22/X L
rl

1) ± L )27ruh2/X

(15)

Except for slightly different normalizations, these two expressions coin-
cide with two formulas obtained by Rowe'° using rather involved alge-
bra. The curves in Figs. 3 and 4 represent (14) and (15), if the coordi-
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Fig. 4 - The graphical presentation of (6) and (15).
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nates and the parameters are replaced by those shown in parentheses in
the figures. When the wavelength approaches zero, the Gaussian beam
becomes the spherical wave of geometrical optics. The singularity of the
spherical wave is eliminated in the Gaussian beam representation.
Equations (14) and (15) can also be combined into one equation of
complex variables:

1

22/X

. - 1) -
irw L (16)

r/v12/X
i --L- 1)\

It is interesting to observe that (3), (9), and (16) are formally identical,
and they are amenable to graphical representation on an impedance
chart, e.g., a Smith chart. Thus, the circumference of the unit circle on
a Smith chart corresponds to geometrical optics, while the interior de-
scribes the properties of a Gaussian beam. The transformation may be
performed by simply taking diametrically opposite points on a Smith
chart. It should be noted that while (3) has not been normalized, (9)
and (16) are dimensionless. Representation of (3) by the Smith chart has
also been proposed by Deschamps and Mast ;7 the analogy between (9)
and (16) corresponds to the dual forms of the cartesian Gaussian beam
chart." Rearrangement of (14) and (15) will yield equations similar to
those discussed in Ref. 8.

III. THE COMPLEX MISMATCH COEFFICIENT DIAGRAM

Using some of the results of the previous section, a graphical solu-
tion of mode matching problems using a properly defined complex mis-
match coefficient will now be discussed. Equation (3) can be rewritten as

7r2V
-2

1- iz = ( 1 )
rw2/x ± Z

r-
. 1

and one may adopt the following notations:

1

2/X
= R iX =Z

7rw r
-2

71V - iZ = G - iB = Y.
X

(19)

(20a)

(20b)

Thus, a Gaussian beam may be characterized by either a beam impedance
Z or a beam admittance Y. Now the following interesting identity can
easily be verified.
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Z1 - Zo
Z1 + Zo*

2 21'1- Yo = 1 - T
Yi Yo*

(21)

where the subscript 1 represents the incoming beam, 0 represents the
fundamental mode of a receiving system,* denotes complex conjugate,
and T is the power coupling coefficient" between two Gaussian modes.
The first two expressions in (21) certainly look like reflection coefficients
in transmission lines. This observation suggests the designation of
(Z1 - Zo)/(Zi Zo*) and (Y1 - Yo)/(Yi Yo*) as complex mis-
match coefficients. They are indeed identical to reflection coefficients in
form except for the complex conjugate in the denominator. If Z1 (or Y1)
is normalized with respect to a real Zo (or a real Yo), then the complex
mismatch coefficient is formally identical to a complex reflection coef-
ficient. Both the complex mismatch coefficient and the complex reflection
coefficient are bilinear transformations of the impedance or admittance.

The Smith chart is a geometrical representation of the complex reflec-
tion coefficient. The same Smith chart may also represent the complex
mismatch coefficient. With respect to a reference mode, any phase front
of a Gaussian beam may be represented by two diametrically opposite
points on a Smith chart, i.e., the normalized admittance and the nor-
malized impedance. The propagation of a Gaussian beam corresponds to
travel along a conductance circle, while imposing change of radius of
curvature by a lens, say, corresponds to travel along a resistance circle.
The pair of two diametrically opposite points may be reduced to one
point by imposing a flip -over Smith chart on the original Smith chart,
however, overcrowded coordinate lines are not desirable in practical
graphical solutions. This latter version of geometrical representations
corresponds to a bilinear transformation of the Gaussian beam chart
discussed in Ref. 5, and is the same as that suggested in Ref. 7. It
should be noticed that Collins' Gaussian beam chart' is a geometrical
representation of the beam impedance, while Li's dual forms is that of
the beam admittance. Here, however, the Smith chart is utilized as a
complex mismatch coefficient diagram and its relationship to the power
coupling coefficient between two Gaussian modes is identified.

IV. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF BEAM MATCHING

In order to illustrate the application of the Smith chart, consider the
problem of matching the output beam of an optical maser to an inter-
ferometer as shown in Fig. 5. The maser resonator consists of mirrors of
5 and 10 -meter radius of curvature separated by 1 meter, and the inter-
ferometer consists of a pair of 10 -meter mirrors separated by 10 cm.
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INTERFEROMETER
10M 10M

0.1 m

0.05m 1E 2.96m
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3.03 M

LENS
(f= 2m)
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BVA

->r
3.89111

4.58 m

Fig. 5 - The geometry of a beam matching problem.

MASER
5m tom

The maser beam exits from the 5 -meter mirror and a lens with a focal
length of 2 meters is available for matching. First, one calculates the
minimum beam half -widths and their locations for both resonators by
the following formulas:4

Vd(Ri. - d)(R2 - d)(Ri + R2 - 2d)
X= RI + R2 - 2d

RS = d 2 - dRi

+ R2 - 2d
(2)

where R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature of the mirrors, d is mirror
separation, w is the minimum beam half -width, and S is the location of
the beam waist from the mirror of radius R1. Now we readily get
ritY/X = 0.705 m, S1 = 0.05 m for the interferometer, and ru)22/X =
1.727 m, 82 = 0.692 in for the maser resonator. If all the parameters are
normalized with respect to rth12/X, then the fundamental mode of the
interferometer is represented by the unity conductance circle passing
through the center of Smith chart in Fig. 6 where 0 corresponds to the
beam wasit for the interferometer. The maser output beam is represented
by the 2.45 ( = /1)22/71)12) conductance circle passing through M which
corresponds to the beam waist for the maser resonator. The inversions of
these two circles with respect to the center 0 give the beam radius and
the phase front curvature along the propagation path of the beam.

Let it be required that insertion of a 2 -meter focal length lens changes
the phase -front curvature of the maser output beam to that of the in-
terferometer beam at the point where the two beams meet. Since the
beam radius remains constant going through the lens, application of the
thin lens formula demands that a segment of the beam resistance circle
between the inverted maser and interferometer circles be equal to the
length A' B' = rth12/xf = (iriT12/x)(1/ri - 1/r2) = 0.3523. After deter -

(22)
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Fig. 6 - The graphical solution of a beam matching problem.
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mining the two pairs of diametrically opposite points A-A' and B-B'
(Fig. 6), the distances from the lens to the interferometer beam waist
and to the maser beam waist can be read off the chart as a = 4.3 X
0.705 = 3.03 m and 1-A = 6.5 X 0.705 = 4.58 m. The distances from
the lens to the interferometer input mirror and to the maser output
mirror are 3.03 - 0.05(S,) = 2.98 m and 4.58 - 0.69(S2) = 3.89 m,
respectively.
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not a problem here because a good network of circles is readily available
in the form of Smith charts. Sometimes it may be impossible to achieve
perfect beam matching due to limitations imposed by the inadequacy of
a lens or of space. One is able to minimize the mismatch using the
procedure discussed here.

In the above example, there exists a minimum focal length of the lens
beyond which perfect matching is not possible. In Fig. 6, this minimum
is represented by the maximum arc length C'D' (0.64) of the beam
resistance circle between the inverted maser and interferometer circles
which corresponds to a focal length of 7rtih2/XC'D' = 0.705/0.64 = 1.102

m. If one had only a one meter focal length lens available, C'D' would
be extended to E' as shown in Fig. 7 and the reciprocals of C' and E'
are then found to be C and E. The distances from the lens to the maser
output mirror and to the interferometer input mirror would be CM -
Si = 1.8 X 0.705 - 0.05 = 1.22 in and EF - S2 = 1.56 X 0.705 -
0.69 = 0.41 in for a resulting mismatch loss OF 12= 0.015.
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The Attenuation of 3.394 He-Ne
Laser Radiation by Methane

in the Atmosphere
By T. S. CHU and D. C. HOGG

(Manuscript received October 29, 1965)

Measurements of the propagation of infrared waves at 3.392,a and
3.508ii in clear weather have been carried out over a 2.6 -km path of
atmosphere at Holmdel, New Jersey. The measuring system em-
ployed antennas and detectors common to the two wavelengths. The
excess attenuation at 3.392p., after considering various corrections, is
interpreted as absorption by methane in the atmosphere and has been
found to be 5.5 (±0.5) db/km.

I. INTRODUCTION

The proximity of the 3.392/4 He-Ne laser emission to one of the
absorption lines of methane1,2 predicts that this laser radiation may
be somewhat attenuated by the earth's atmosphere. The character-
istics of this attenuation are interesting not only in evaluating the
potential use of the 3.392µ line for communications, but also because
of possible application in measurement of the methane content in the
atmosphere. An estimate of the absorption of 3.392/.4 laser emission
by methane in the atmosphere has appeared in the literature.' The
purpose here is to present a measurement which compares propaga-
tion of infrared waves at 3.392/4 and 3.508/4 over an atmospheric path
length of 2.6 km. The differential transmittance at these two wave-
lengths, after accounting for the effect of water vapor, is used to deter-
mine the attenuation of the 3.392/4 wave by methane in the atmos-
phere.

II. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The profile and terrain of the 2.6 -km propagation path are illus-
301
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trated in Fig. 1. The experimental site at Holmdel, N.J. is about 5 km
south of the shore of Raritan Bay on the Atlantic Coast.

The transmitting and receiving equipment, located 150 feet and 370
feet above sea level, respectively, are sketched in the block diagram
of Fig. 2. The transmitters consist of a 3.392p. He-Ne laser and a
3.508p. He-Xe laser; the laser outputs are chopped simultaneously
at 330 cps. The two laser beams are aligned into a common path by
means of a reflecting mirror and a beam splitter which in turn feeds
a bisected near -field Cassegrainian telescope. This telescope consists
of two bisected confocal paraboloids as shown in Fig. 2. The main re-
flector is one half of a 15 -inch diameter spin -cast paraboloid of 12 -
inch focal length while the parabolic subreflector has a diameter of
0.5 inch and a focal length of 0.4 inch. In addition to desirable proper-
ties, such as good preservation of mode composition (a consequence of
negligible aperture blocking), short focal length, and mechanical sim-
plicity, this particular telescope design offers good impedance match
which is especially important in receivers using high -gain laser am-
plifiers as described below. The concentrated beams from the subre-
flector of the receiving telescope pass through a He-Ne tube, which is
a 3.392µ amplifier, in tandem with a He-Xe tube, which is a 3.508p.
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ASPHALT
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23° 0.5 1.0 1.5
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Fig. 1-Profile of transmission path.
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Fig. 2 - Experimental equipment block diagram.

PHASE
DETECTOR

RECORDER

amplifier.* After these two amplifier tubes, the signal passes through
a calcite polarizer, a quartz lens, and an iris, to a liquid nitrogen -
cooled indium-antimonide photovoltaic infrared detector whose out-
put is fed into a synchronous detection system. The comparison meas-
urement is carried out by blocking one of the two laser outputs every
other five minutes. The signal-to-noise ratios using a detector time
constant of 2 sec are about 38 db for 3.508p., at a laser amplifier gain
of 15 db, and 23 db for 3.392p, at a laser amplifier gain of 25 db.

III. MEASURED RESULTS

The measured data are summarized in Table I.
Having taken into account all conceivable correction factors, the un-

explained excess attenuation of the 3.392µ signal over the 3.508µ signal
is interpreted as the absorption by methane in the atmosphere. These
factors, given in Table I, are determined as follows.

The difference in the laser outputs is obtained by a monitoring de-
tector which is a biased lead-selenide photoconductor. The beam split -
ter (Fig. 2) transmits 20 per cent of the 3.392µ power while it reflects
60 per cent of the 3.508µ power into the telescope. The measured half -
power widths of the transmitting beams are about 50 sec of arc. How-

* The He-Ne plasma introduces negligible loss to the 3.508µ wave; the same is
true of the effect of the He-Xe plasma on the 3.392µ wave.
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TABLE I - THE COMPARISON DATA

Wavelength 3.392µ 3.508µ
Amplifier off

3.508A
Amplifier on

Laser output +4 dbm +7 dbm +7dbm
Beam splitter loss -7 db -2.2 db 2.2 db
Diffraction loss -(D + 1) db -Ddb -D db
Water vapor attenuation -3 db -1 db -1 db
Amplifier gain used 25 db 0 db 15 db

Expected signal level (18 - D) dbm (3.8 - D) dbm (18.8 - D) dbm

Expected signal ratio P3.39/P3.5 = 14.2 db -0.8 db
Measured signal ratio P3.39/P3.5 = 0 db -15 db

ever, the 3.508µ measured transmitting beamwidth is slightly nar-
rower than at 3.392/1 such that one expects about one db higher signal
level at 3.508/1, this small difference in transmitting beamwidths being
attributed to a slight difference in the laser beams and to imperfec-
tion in the laser -telescope alignment at 3.392µ. The diffraction loss, D,
includes beam spread, telescope imperfections, and any insertion loss
introduced by the amplifier tubes. The diffraction loss for the two
wavelengths should differ only by the aforesaid one db; its absolute
magnitude has not yet been determined with sufficient accuracy thus
no numerical value is indicated for this item in the table. Of course,
since the measurement is one of comparison, the absolute value is of no
great significance here.

For the measurements under discussion, the water vapor density in
the atmosphere was 10 gm/m3 (from the measured temperature and
relative humidity, 68°F and 50°RH). Then the attenuation due to the
water vapor content of the atmosphere, taken from standard tables3,
is 3 db and 1 db (total path) for 3.392p. and 3.508µ, respectively.

The measured gain of the 3.392µ amplifier tube is 25 db. However,
it turned out, as shown by the second column in Table I, that the meas-
ured average signal level of 3.392µ with its amplifier tube operating
was very closely equal to that of 3.508µ with its amplifier tube turned
off. It follows that the over-all measured attenuation difference at-
tributed to methane absorption is 14.2 db for the 2.6 -km propagation
path; this value, obtained on June 3 and 4, 1965, is typical of the meas-
ured data. The data distribution from several comparison tests and
error estimates of the experimental equipment lead to the conclusion
that the absorption of 3.392p by methane in the atmosphere is 14.2/2.6
= 5.5 (x-0.5) db/km.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The above measured attenuation of 5.5 db/km agrees fairly well with
the estimated transmittance T = exp (-1.1L) given by Edwards and
Burch,' where L is the path length in kilometers. Their transmittance
prediction was arrived at by laboratory measurements of the trans-
mission of the 3.392p. He-Ne laser emission through different mixtures
of methane and nitrogen in a cell, and by estimating the amount of
methane (about 1 part in 106) in the atmosphere.4 Edwards and Burch
conclude from their measurements that the collision -broadened width
of the absorption line of methane in the atmosphere is 3.9 (±1.2) kmc
and the separation of the 3.392/L emission line from the center of the
closest methane absorption line is 0.09 (±0.06) kmc. In Ref. 2, the
methane absorption line closest to 3.392p. (2947.903 cm -1 or 88437.09
kmc) is given as 2947.888 (±0.015) cm -1 or 88436.64 (±0.45) kmc. It
should be pointed out that Edwards and Burch only determined the
separation between the 3.392µ emission line and the closest methane
absorption line but not the absolute position of the 3.392kt emission
line.

The Doppler -broadened width (0.27 kmc) of the 3.392p. emission
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Fig. 3-Doppler broadening of the 3.392k (88437.09 kmc) He-Ne Laser emis-
sion and collision broadening of the absorption lines of methane in the atmosphere.
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line is small compared with the collision -broadened width of the ab-
sorption line of methane in the atmosphere and lies close to the center
of the 2947.888 cm --1 methane absorption line as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Therefore, the uncertainty of the cavity resonance within the Doppler
broadening of the laser emission should not contribute significant
error to the measurement of absorption of 3.392p, laser emission by
methane in the atmosphere.

Consideration has also been given to magnetic field tuning of the
laser oscillator as a possible scheme for investigating the profile of
the methane absorption line. Fork and Patel5 reported a maximum
splitting of 11.84 kmc for 3.392µ emission using a magnetic field of
4 kilogauss. A frequency shift of 11.84 kmc should pull the 3.392µ
laser line out of the collision -broadened width of the closest absorp-
tion line of methane in the atmosphere; however, one will run into the
neighboring lines of the P(7) branch of the methane absorption spec-
trum which are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 3.
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TheEffect of a Finite -Width Decision
Threshold on Binary Differentially

Coherent PSK Systems
By W. M. HUBBARD

(Manuscript received November 8, 1965)

A binary PCM regenerator must decide which of two signal states was
transmitted. This decision is normally based on whether some particular
voltage is above or below a certain threshold at some particular time. In a
real regenerator, the voltage in question must differ from this threshold value
by some finite amount in order to cause the device to respond properly. The
purpose of this calculation is to examine the effect of this "dead zone" on
the probability of error in a differentially coherent PSK system both in the
case where the signal is limited in amplitude (after the noise is added) and
when it is not.

It is found that when the expected value of signal power, S, exceeds the
threshold value, 71, by more than 6 db and 10 db in the limited and unlimited
cases, respectively, the effect on error probability is less than the effect of a
1-db degradation in signal-to-noise ratio. However, for smaller values of
signal -to -threshold (S/T) the degradation becomes large. Numerical values
for error probability as a function of signal-to-noise ratio are presented
for S/T = co , 12, 9, 6, 4, and 3 db for both cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

A binary differentially coherent phase shift keyed (DCPSK ) system
is one in which the two (binary) states - "mark" and "space" - are
transmitted as phase changes between adjacent time slots. In such a sys-
tem, optimum results are obtained when the expected values of the two
possible signal states in a given time slot differ in phase by r radians.
For clarity it will be assumed in the following discussion that the expected
value of phase change is 0 or 7r, respectively, according to whether a
space or a mark was transmitted, even though phase changes of 0 + 0
and 0 + r (0 an arbitrary but fixed angle) are equally suitable.

307
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Such a system usually consists of a limiter, followed by a storage
mechanism and a product demodulator, as shown in Fig. 1. If the signals
in adjacent time slots have amplitudes A and B, respectively, and a
phase difference t', the output of the product demodulator is proportional
to

v = AB cos ',G. (1)

If the limiter is ideal, A = B = 1. The ideal regenerator samples the
sign of v and regenerates a mark if v < 0 and a space if v > 0.

The probability that, due to additive Gaussian noise, v > 0 if a mark
was sent or equivalently the probability that v < 0 if a space was sent
has been calculated by many authors." This probability is given by

= i exp (-S/N) (2)

where S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio.
In a practical system, the regenerator requires some finite value of

v in order to regenerate a mark or a space reliably. While it is true that
the effects of this finite -width decision level can be made arbitrarily small
by providing sufficient gain ahead of the regenerator and sufficient dy-
namic range for the regenerator, it is often difficult - especially with
some solid-state devices - to achieve either this gain or the necessary
dynamic range. For this reason, it may be desirable to operate a regen-
erator under conditions where the decision threshold is important. In
this paper we consider the following model:

(i) An error is made if Ivi>e and, due to additive Gaussian noise,
v has the wrong sign.

(ii) No error is made if Ivi>randvhas the correct sign.
(iii) There is a 0.5 probability of error if I v I < r, regardless of the

sign of v.
The probability of error in such a system is clearly dependent on both
the signal-to-noise ratio S/N and the signal -to -threshold ratio S/T.
The latter is defined as the ratio of the expected value of signal power

INPUT
SIGNAL

NOISE

LIMITER

ONE
TIME SLOT

DELAY

PRODUCT
DEMODULATOR

OUTPUT

Fig. 1- DCPSK receiver.
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to the minimum value which causes the output of the product demodu-
lator, v, to exceed e in magnitude.

II. SYSTEMS WITHOUT A LIMITER

If the regenerator were ideal (c = 0), the performance would be inde-
pendent of whether or not the limiter in Fig. 1 is included, since the sign
of v is independent of the product AB (both A and B are positive num-
bers). However, for the case where e > 0, the limiter plays an important
role under certain conditions. In this section, we consider the case where
the limiter is omitted. The received signal can then be thought of as the
vector sum of a unit vector representing the transmitted signal and a
noise vector with Gaussian -distributed x and y components. The angle
between the two vectors representing received signals one time slot apart
together with their magnitudes A and B determine v. This is illustrated
in Fig. 2 for a "mark". From Fig. 2, it is apparent that

v = AB cos = AB = AxBx + AB

(A0 + a.) (Bo bx) + ab,,,

where A = +1 or -1 and Bo = +1 or -1 depending on the message.
Cos has the wrong sign if the sign of v differs from the sign of A013. 

There will be two probability density functions p_ (v) and pi. (v),
respectively, for the cases A0B,, = -1 and A0Bo = +1. From symmetry,
it is apparent that the error probability is the same in these two cases
The probability of error can thus be determined from either

= f p_( Hdr, + p_(v)du (4)

or

£

n= fc2 P+(v)dv p+(v)dv.

(3)

( 5 )

Bennett and Salz3 derive the density functions p±(v) for the quadratic
form of (3) where ax , a , bx , and by are independent Gaussian variables
of zero mean and variance 0.2. They are given (in our notation) by

1

Lr
[- (x2 + y2)/202]

p±(v) -
(27)3120-3 .L. V(1 + x)2 + y2

 exp (-
20-2[(1 + x)2 + y2]

[v (1 ± X)12
dx dy.

2
0" IS t he mean noise power.

(6)
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A0,130= UNCORRUPTED SIGNALS

a ,b = NOISE ON A,B RESPECTIVELY

A,B = RECEIVED SIGNALS

Fig. 2 - Phasor diagram of a pair of received signals.

In Appendix A it is shown that substituting (6) into (4) or (5) gives

= 8ra2
(x - 1)2 ± y2) {erfc

20-2(
c+x1 exp v 2 a v x2 + y2

erfc
x

Vx2 y2 dx dy.

This integral must be computed by numerical methods. The results
of these computations are shown in Fig. 3.

(7)

III. SYSTEMS WITH AN IDEAL LIMITER

If an ideal limiter* is included in the system as shown in Fig. 1, (3)

reduces to

v = cos (8)

In this case, it is simpler to perform the calculation of error probability
from a consideration of the probability density of 1,1,/ itself. From Fig. 4
and the criteria for error listed in Section I, one obtains

ri =
1 -I -cos -1 (-e)

2 7+coe- le P4 )dik

feoe-le

Jr -I -cos -1 (-e)
p(0)clik

, 1
cos -1 (-e)

p(0)4
G B-le

(9)

* By an ideal limiter is meant a device which removes all amplitude variation
from the signal without affecting the phase. That is, it transforms the signal
A(t)ei* (g) into the signal A.0* (0.
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S/T oo 12 9 6 4

10 12 14 16 18

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO IN DECIBELS
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Fig. 3 -Probability of error in an unlimited DCPSK system.
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FOR Ao AND BOAS SHOWN
IN FIG. 2, AN ERROR IS MADE
IF 4, FALLS IN THE DOUBLY
CROSS -HATCHED REGION AND
THERE IS A 50% CHANCE OF
ERROR IF 4, FALLS IN THE
SINGLY CROSS -HATCHED
REGION

Fig. 4-Geometric interpretation of the limits of integration over p(ifr).

where p(#) is the probability density function of #. The function p(')
is derived in Appendix B. It is given by:

p(0) = - 1
exp (- g12)

7

r1 (2112)

il(r/2)
1

7 / 2

,,4"- COS a COS (a -I- 0)
21-17

ex
sing a + sin2 (a + 0))(

20-2
dap -

cos a cos (a + 0)f.,2
47,.0.21 -(r/2)

sin2 a + sin2 (a + 0)) cos a
 exp erf

20-2 -0 a
cos "(a + L')

 erf da.
- a

(10)

The probability of error is derived in Appendix C by substituting (10)
into (9). The result is

11 = 1
(7/2 eXp
Jo

(1 - c2) (1/20-2)1
d6. (11)

1 - e sin 20r
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Again the integral must be computed numerically. The results are shown
in Fig. 5.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

From the form of (2) one sees that for the ideal case (no dead zone)
the probability of error, II(S/N), will plot as a straight line if the scale
of the abscissa of the graph paper is proportional to the logarithm of the
logarithm of the scale of the ordinate. * A grid of this type is used in
Figs. 3 and 5. From these figures one sees that the graph of II vs S/N
is very nearly linear and very nearly parallel to the graph of the ideal
case even when the dead zone is significant.

Since the family of curves of I1(S/N) for various values of S/T is a
set of approximately parallel lines, it is convenient to define a "threshold
effect noise figure," NT , as the change of S/N which would give a deg-
radation in error -probability equivalent to that due to the dead zone.
Since these curves are not exactly parallel lines, NT will be a function
of the value of II at which it is determined, but this effect is quite small
over the range of values plotted in Figs. 3 and 5.

The values of NT as a function of S/T (evaluated at II = 10-9 are
plotted in Fig. 6 for both the limited and the unlimited cases. From
Fig. 6 it is observed that NT 5- 1 db for S/T > 9.4 db and 5.8 db in the
unlimited and limited cases, respectively. However, as SIT becomes
smaller the effect of NT on error -probability becomes quite important.

The difference in the value of NT for the limited case and the un-
limited case gives a measure of the improvement gained from the ideal
limiting process. This improvement is very small for large S/T; however,
for S/T = 8 db it already amounts to about 1-db improvement in NT ,

for S/T = 6 db the improvement is about 2 db, and for S/T = 3 db this
improvement exceeds 4 db.
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APPENDIX A

Derivation of the Error -Rate Equation for Unlimited Systems

Substituting (6) into (4) or (5) and making the change of variable
* It may be worth mentioning that for 1 db S/N 5 10 db one can calculate

the error rate for the ideal case directly on a slide rule by reading 211 on the
LL3 scale directly opposite S/N (in bels) on the L scale.
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Fig. 5- Probability of error in a limited DCPSK system.
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Fig. 6- Threshold effect noise figure vs signal -to -threshold ratio.

x x - 1 gives
1)2

1 1 re
exp

26,2

11± (270'120 2_ Vx2 + y2

Iv exp - dx dy dv
20-2[x2 + y2]

exp
(x - 1)2 + y2)

1 r r 2a2

(27r)312 cr3 Jc L. L. Vx2 + y2

[Tv + x12
dx dy dv.exp (-

20-2[x2 + y2]

(12)
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Making the substitution

v x
u = 0. V x2- -±-y2

and changing the order of integration gives

1 r
exp (x - 1)2 + y2) {--1erf e x

HI = 4.7ral f- 20-2 2 Nij 1/x2 y2

1 -6 + X + X
(13)

erfcv2 v -x2 y2}dx dy- 2 erf 0- 1/x2 ± Y2+

where erf (z) and erfc (z) have the usual definitions

erf(z) = foz exp (-t2) dt, erfc (z) = 1 - erf (z). (14)

Equation (13) is readily simplified by means of (14) to give (7).

APPENDIX B

Derivation of the Probability Density p(0)

Bennett' and Davenport and Root6 give the probability density of a
(see Fig. 2) as

1 ) 1p(a) = exp (-
20-2 2 V27

A similar argument gives

11; P(0) = ex ( 1 1 1)
- -20.2 + 2 1/27r. a

sin2
cos a exp

20-2

[ cos a
erf V20-+ 1 .

sine (3
cos # exp

20-2

[ cos #
erf - 11.

From these results, one can evaluate p(').

P(tk) = f 6(4/ + - i3)P(a)11(3)dcedg-7 -7

= f P(c)p' + Oda.

(15)

(16)

(17)
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Cahn gives numerical values for p(0) for a wide range of values of S/N.
However, an expression for p(4') suitable for calculation of error -proba-
bilities is obtained as follows. Substituting (15) and (16) into (17) and
performing the indicated multiplication gives

1
p(4') = f {-1 exp

(- 1 \ 1 1

27 0-2) + -/.7n- a
exp

T6,7) cos a

 exp (- sin2 a cos a 1 1

1
20-2

erf
2cr

-2 V/2r 6 2u-
exp (- -72

 cos (a + 4') exp (- sins (a ± tk) \ cos (a + tk)
20-2

erf -V2 a

+ -1 cos a cos (a ± 4/)

sins a + sins (a + 4/
exp (-

20-2

cosy cos (a + 1,G) 1

ierfV- e't
..0 0-

- -7 cos a cos (a + 1//)
i2r u 4u2

ex
sin2 a + sin2 (a + 1,11 da(p -

2(12

(18)

where the other terms vanish because they are odd with respect to
a -> a + r.

Consider

sin2 ( a + cos ( a +/ = f cos (a + 1,1,) exp (-
202

erf
a

da. (19)

We observe that the integrand is periodic in period 7 and the result
is therefore independent of 0. Thus, we can write

J

12 sins a cos aI= 2 cos a exp (-
20-2

erf
-V-2 a

da
--(T/2)

which is easily integrated by means of the change of variable x = sin a
and the definition of the error function. The result is

/ = 2 V27r v[1 -exp(__)]. (20)

Substituting (20) into (18) and observing that all of the terms of the
integrand of (18) are even with respect to a -4 a r, gives (10).
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APPENDIX C

Derivation of the Error -Rate Equation for a Limited System

Designate the four terms on the right of (10) pi ,
respectively. We observe that

pi (4/) = p; (4, + 7) for i = 1,2,4

= -M4 ir)
From this we have

roos-ie

= J {pi(') + P2(4) + p4(0)14

P2 , P3 , and

J//

eos- le

P3(104.
r+eoe- I (-e)

P9

(21)

The integration of pi and 232 is trivial. p4 can be integrated by changing
the order of integration and applying (20) twice. Performing the first
integral in (21) and making a change of variable in the second integral
gives

2
1 1 1 1V1 x2 cos co + sin

exp
x y2) dxdy, (22)= -

2 470-2 f-1 J-Vi--:Xicoe so + x sin 4p 20'2

where

cp = S111-1 2.

Inspection of the limits of integration in (22) reveals that the integra-
tion is to be performed over an ellipse centered at the origin. Since the
integrand is spherically symmetric we can integrate over any quarter of
the ellipse - say the first quadrant. Then

CO8 io

1 1 Ti2 r ein2 - 7.2

exp ( rdrd0,
2 re o J o

where we have made the change of variable x = r cos 0, y = r sin 0.
This can be easily integrated over r to give (11).
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Optics of General Guiding Media
By J. P. GORDON

(Manuscript received November 5, 1965)

Weakly focusing transparent media provide possible means for guided
transmission of coherent light beams with relatively small loss. The scalar
wave equation for the eigenmodes of propagation in such a medium is
formally identical with Schroedinger's wave equation. Hence, the methods
used in the solution of quantum -mechanical problems, such as the Wentzel-
Kramers-Brillouin (W KB) approximation, are immediately applicable to
this problem. Solutions for the eigenmodes and eigenvalues in the case of
focusing in one dimension are given, and the Poschl-T eller medium, whose
index varies as

n = no[1 - (a/2) tan' nix]

is discussed in some detail. In addition, the relationship between the wave
solutions and geometrical (ray) optics is examined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Weakly focusing transparent media, exemplified by the gas lens,' pro-
vide a possible means for guided transmission of coherent light beams
with relatively small loss. The optics of a medium whose refractive index
decreases quadratically away from some spatial axis (the z axis, say) has
been the subject of much discussion in the literature.' In this paper, we
would like to examine the properties of more general guiding media. Some
work on this problem has been carried out recently by S. E. Miller.'

Consider a light beam traveling paraxially in the z direction in space,
guided in a weakly focusing transparent medium. For simplicity, we
shall consider focusing only in one of the two transverse dimensions.
Thus, the refractive index of the medium and the electromagnetic field
will be assumed to be dependent only on the x dimension, and to be
independent of y.

Our concern is with transparent media whose index of refraction has
the form

n = no(1 - 2f(x))
321
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We make the following assumptions about f (x)

f (x) << 1 in the range of interest (1)

82

ax2 °
(2)

f(0) = 0; f (x) = f(-x). (3)

We will investigate both geometrical and physical optics of such a
medium in the realm of validity of the paraxial ray equation. Of the
assumptions, (1) implies only gradual changes of index, (2) insures
focusing properties, and is used in the approximation procedure of
Section VII, while (3) is made only for mathematical convenience and
can easily be relaxed.

II. GEOMETRICAL (RAY) OPTICS

The well-known paraxial ray equation

d2x 1 an 1 a f
dz2 n. ax 2 ax

has the following general solution.
If we let

dxp = dz,

i.e., p is the slope of the ray path; then (4) becomes

dp _ 1 f
P

Hence,

p2 + f = const = E.

Inserting (6) in (5), and solving, we get

z =
const. (7)V- f(x)

Note from (6), (5) and (3) that ±ti is the slope of the ray path as it
crosses the axis x = 0.

(4)

(5)

III. PHYSICAL OPTICS

(6)

In the paraxial ray approximation, the electromagnetic fields are
always very nearly perpendicular to the "direction" of propagation,
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which we take to be the z axis. Hence, we can use the scalar wave equa-
tion. For harmonic [exp (-icet)] fields that are independent of y, we
arrive at the wave equation

a20 020
k no (1 - f(x)),/, = 0 [k = cold (8)

where we have used (1) to expand n2. We look for solutions to (8) with a
propagation constant 3 in the z direction, i.e.,

IP «e 2°';

yielding, for (8)

(9)

2

a + [002 - 02 - 002f(x)]0 = 0 (10)

where we have substituted no2k2 = 1302 = (27r/X )2. With the further
substitution

(10) becomes

1 - t32/t3.2 =

2.
512 + 13o (E .f(X) = 0. (12)

Equation (12) is Schroedinger's wave equation for a particle in a one
dimensional potential well.' It has a sequence of eigensolutions 4/77, and
corresponding eigenvales Em . The eigenfunctions here represent the
transverse distributions of the propagating field modes, while the
eigenvalues E, give the propagation constants. In accord with (1),
the eigenvalues will be much smaller than unity, and so we can find
the propagation constants /3, from (11) as

)3. = (1 - 2-E-Ln) (13)

If we use the notation of the classical ray path equation (ti ), and set

p = p(x) = - f(x) (14)

then (12) becomes
(32,

2 2,
P 0 p = 0.

axe
(15)

We note from (2) and (3) that f (x) increases monotonically with
x I. Consider the points x = ±A, where
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f(x) = f (A) = E. (16)

For 'xi< A, p2 is positive, and 4' has oscillatory behavior. For I x I > A,
p2 is negative, and 4 has decreasing exponential behavior. The points

x = ±A are inflection points of 0. In the ray solution, the points
x I = A, where p = 0, are the turning points, where the ray has zero

slope and, correspondingly, maximum excursion from the axis.

IV. THE WKB APPROXIMATION

A well-known solution to (15), valid in the range Ix' < A if p can
be considered approximately constant over a few cycles of the oscilla-
tory behavior of 0, is

cc 23-1 cos {/30 f p dx a} . (17)

With the symmetry of f assumed in (3), one can show directly from (12)
that must be either symmetrical or antisymmetrical in x. Thus, a
must be a multiple of 7r/2. The eigenvalues of t are then determined by
the condition that must be matched through the turning point x = A
(where another approximate solution to (15) is necessary) into the
decreasing exponential solution for x > A. Discussions of this problem
may be found in most quantum mechanics texts.5 If f (x) can be assumed
linear in x over a suitable region near A, then the asymptotic formulae
for connection through x = A are

where

oc 23-1 cos (0 - 71 x< A (18a)
4

(23;30)1
[J4(0) J._4(0)] x < A (18b)

(21 [-h(0) I_ (0)] x > A (18c)
\ 3p

-> 2p exp ( -0) x > A (18d)

0 = 0(x) = (3° f I p(x' ) dx'
A

(18e)

The phase of 4' as it approaches the turning point must be as in (18a).
Otherwise the connection through the turning point would give rise to
the increasing exponential in the region x > A, and this is unallowable.

Expressions (18a) and (17) for can be equated only when
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o

fA

p = (m i) (19)
0

where m is an integer. Even and odd symmetry solutions correspond
respectively to even or odd values of m. Equation (19) is Bohr's quanti-
zation rule, and its solutions give the eigenvalues En, . The eigenfunctions
are then given by (18 ).

V. RELATION BETWEEN WKB AND GEOMETRICAL RAY PATHS

Referring to (19), let

A1() = j P dx7 0

For successive eigensolutions, I changes by unity. Now,

dI 130 TA dx

4 o p

where we have used (14); i.e., p = - f(x). For a change of I by
unity, the propagation constant (13) changes approximately by

=
/ dI r/2

rchip_

(20)

(21)

(22)

Now from the ray solution (7), the z distance a ray with the same value
of E takes to go through one complete cycle of its transverse oscillatory
motion is

A

Z_ = 4 dx/p
0

hence, putting this in (22), we find

(6i3)z_ = 27r.

(23)

(24)

Hence, adjacent modes undergo a relative phase shift of approximately
2r in the same distance the corresponding geometrical ray takes to
complete one transverse cycle.

We can make the same argument more general by examining the be-
havior of solutions of (15) which are sums of component solutions (17)
with nearby values of E. We look for trajectories x (z) such that the
phase differences between components remain constant. Then if we make
up a wave packet, the packet will follow one of these trajectories.

Putting the z dependence back into (17), and keeping, for example,
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only the positive imaginary part of the cosine term, we have

11/ cc p-1 exp i[tiz flo fo p dx a]} . (25)

The phase we have to maintain constant over a range of E is thus

19z -1- 130 p dx a. (26)

Differentiating with respect to E, setting the result equal to zero, and
using (13) and (14), we have

dx 2 da
p dt

To complete the picture, we note that in order to make a wave packet
initially concentrated at some point (x0 , zo) should take all the phases
initially equal at that point, so that

xo

a = -Ozo - 130 p coast
0

2 da r dx
0-0 z°

(27)

Hence, the wave packet trajectories of stationary phase are given by
rx dx (28)
xo P

This is identical with the ray path (7). In this last discussion we have
neglected the discrete nature of the eigenvalues. Such an approximation
should be valid for reasonably large mode numbers m.

VI. THE POSCHL-TELLER POTENTIAL

A number of functions f (x) yield analytically integrable equations.
The square law medium f (x) = (x/b)2 and the square well medium
f (x) = 0 for Ixl < A,f (x) 00 for x > A, suitably joined, are media
with well-known solutions both for the geometrical and physical optics
equations. An interesting function, which in a slightly more general
form goes by the name of the Poschl-Teller potential' in quantum
mechanics, is the function

f (x) = a tang (nx); -7r/2n < x < 7/271. (29)

Near x = 0
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f = C(712 X2

327

(30)

and there are impenetrable boundaries at x = ±7r/2n. For this function
the ray equation (7), the wave equation (12), and the WKB approxi-
mation (17) can be directly integrated and compared. As the parameters
a and n are changed, the function varies smoothly between a square
well and a square law type.

Consider first the ray equation,

=-1
dx

[E - a tang nx]4 + coast. (31)

This integrates to [Burrington #258]

1
z

+ ai1
_ 1

sin ([1 + a/]1 sin nx) coast. (32)-
If we set the constant equal to zero, then z = 0 when x = 0. This expres-
sion generates a ray path, with x taking on values between the turning
points

x = ±A = ±n" sin' [1 + a/ ]-1
while the period of oscillation is

= 27r/n[ o]4.

(33)

(34)

Note that at the turning points, f (x) = We see that for a >> nx

is always small, and (32) reduces to

= (Cn2a)1 sin (na4z)

which is appropriate to a square law medium, while for a << E, the ray
travels back and forth with constant slope e between reflecting walls
separated by Tin.

Poschl and Teller have found exact solutions for the wave equation
(12) with this potential. They have shown that the eigenvalues follow
the simple law

(n2/002) (m2

where a is the positive root of the equation

a (a - 1) = a002/n2.

The corresponding eigenfunctions are
even

modd

= cosy (nx) E ck sink (17X)
k=0,even
k=1,odd

(35a)

(35b)

(36)
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where

Ck+2 (rn - k)(M k 2a)
Ck (k + 1)(k + 2)

From (35) and (13), we find that the propagation constants of the
modes follow the law

2

am = 130 (n2a/20) (1 + 2m + 71 -la (37)

To examine the square law limit, we set a >> t. Then [see (35)], a
aii30/n >> 1,

and, from (37)

c -,N0 - ncti(n 1") (38)

while from (36)

exp 400.77,2) (na lgox2)

To examine the square well limit, we set a << t. Then a 1, and

gm - f3 - z (n2/130) (m + 1)2 (40)

cos [(m + 1),rx] for m even

4 sin [(m 1)174 for m odd.

Returning now to the general solution for the propagation constants,
note from (37) that the average of the propagation constant differences
between the mth mode and its two neighbors is given by

Og = a (13.-1 - 13.+1) = (n000) (m + a). (42)

If we look at the ray equation, and insert the values of a and Em (35)
into (34), we find

(39)

(41)

z_ = 27/0. (43)

This is a more precise version of (24).
Using the Poschl-Teller potential, the WKB result (19) for the

eigenvalues tn, can also be integrated. Referring to (21), (23), and (34),
we have

dI A

(13o/ 7r) dx/p = 00z..147r

= 130/2770 + a)1.
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Hence,

I = 0.(t + a) In - fiocel/n (44)

Here the constant of integration is determined by the condition that
I = 0 at t = 0. Thus, (19) [see also (20)] is

0.(E. a)4/17 = i3ocel/n (m (45)

or

= [(n/)3.) (in + 1) +
Q2j2-

a

= (n/4)2[(nt + 1)2 + (2m + 1) Va(a - 1)]
where we have used (35b). We see that the WKB result (46) agrees
with the exact result (35a) in the limit of the square law medium,
a >> 1. In the square well limit, a 1, the WKB method gives eigen-
values proportional to (m 1)2 rather than (m 1)2 as does the exact
result (35). This last discrepancy can be traced to incorrect matching
of the boundary conditions by the WKB method, since here the WKB
wave function (17) is the correct one. The factor 1 in m / arises from
matching the boundary condition, and in fact, we can get the WKB
answer to equal the exact one for all a and m here by the artifice of
replacing m 1 in (46) by

m + a - 1/a(a - 1) = m ± a - ce100/n. (47)

The number added to m varies between the value 2 for large a to one
as a approaches unity.

VII. FURTHER APPLICATION OF THE WKB METHOD

(46)

The results of Section VI give us reasonable faith in the WKB method
of obtaining eigenvalues even at small values of m. The number we add
to m may however, take on values between 1 and 1 depending in general
on m as well as on the form of the potential.

Let us consider the WKB result further. Equation (19), which we
repeat here for convenience, may be written

1. Vt, - f(x) (Lx = (m 1.0 11:2 (48)

where

1 771 ) 7/1

We can see two simple hounds. For functions that satisfy (2) and (3),
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we have that in the range 0 x < A m ,

m 5m - f(x) E. (1 -
Am

hence, performing the integral for the two bounds, (48) gives

it 14A. (m *-7jr 1130 .

We can write this as

where

Note that

(49)

ViZAm = r(m 1)7/2130 (50)

1 < r < 1.5.

r'= tiA
1

Jo

A
_

v E-f (x) dx. ( 51 )

If we further remember that we should replace the 2 in m by some
number between a and 1 which we can denote by s, we have

= r(m s)7/213. (52)

with

1 <r<1.5 and 0.5 s 1.

Let us examine the implications of this formula in a definite example.
We take the potential to be a pure power law3

2n

f(x) =bX

) .

=
2flob f

In this case, examination of (51) reveals that r is given by

We need the value of A m ;

f (A.) = E. therefore, A. = bErnion.

Then (52) is easily solved, yielding
s) 12n/n+1

(53)

(54)

--1r = y2n dy (55)
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so that r is independent of m, and varies between

4
for n = 1 and 1 for n 00 .

7

Further, we know that s = z for n = 1 (square law), and s = 1 for
n -> 00 (square well). As a guess, we would be tempted to try

n8 - n+ 1
as a suitable interpolation. Then we have as our final result

E. =
{(

2n/n-F1

m n + 1) 201 (56)

hence for the phase constant [repeating (13)]

= 00(1 - Em/2). (57)
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Hologram Transmission via Television
By L. H. ENLOE, J. A. MURPHY and C. B. RUBINSTEIN

(Manuscript received December 9, 1965)

Holography, or wavefront reconstruction photography, was first
demonstrated by Gabor" 2, 3 over fifteen years ago, and it has been
the subject of increased investigation over the last five years since
the advent of lasers. Possible applications of holography suggest them-
selves in the fields of three-dimensional and multicolor television.4
Furthermore, the statistics and redundancy of the hologram of an
image may be deliberately made quite different from those of the
original image. This has obvious possibilities in encoding schemes for
television transmission in general. In this communication we report a
first experimental step in this direction, namely the successful trans-
mission via television of a Fresnel type of hologram in which the origi-
nal object was a transparency.

In conventional two-dimensional hologram construction a trans-
parency is illuminated from behind by a monochromatic, spatially -
coherent light wave which then impinges on a photographic plate.
This interferes with a reference or carrier wave derived from the same
source that strikes the plate at an angle. A record, or hologram, is
thus made of both the amplitude and phase of the light transmitted
by the transparency. Reconstruction may be achieved by illuminating
the hologram with a monochromatic, spatially -coherent light wave.
This results in the production of a real image, a virtual image, and a
direct wave. Most experimenters in the field have used relatively large
angles between the reference and object beams, and the recording has
been done on Kodak Spectroscopic plates with 649F emulsion. In the
television experiment about to be described, the limited resolution of
the equipment required the use of angles of less than one degree between
the object beam and reference beam, and would severely limit three-
dimensional and multicolor capabilities. The use of these small angles
raised the problem of reconstructing the real image without inter-
ference from either the direct wave or the virtual image. This was
solved by the use of a Fourier transform method which is described
in the discussion of the reconstruction process. All recordings were on
Poloroid Type 55 P/N film.

335
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The experiment was basically a simple one designed to explore the
technique for transmitting a hologram on television and recovering
the image. Essentially the experiment consisted of transmitting a
hologram of a transparency on television, recovering the hologram at
the receiving end, and reconstructing the original image. The recovery
was accomplished by photographing the hologram at the receiving end
of the system, and then performing the reconstruction separately.

The hologram formation system is shown in Fig. 1. The light source
is a He-Ne laser operated at 6328 A and internally apertured to in-
sure that it operated in the lowest order transverse mode. The output
of the laser passed through a microscope objective which imaged the
beam to a spot where a pinhole was placed to remove any imperfections
in the beam caused by the transmission through the end mirror of the
laser and the microscope objective. The beam was then allowed to
diverge and fill the aperture of a lens which was located a focal dis-
tance away from the pinhole. At this point the beam was collimated
and entered what was essentially a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. This
was used to obtain as small an angle as desired between the reference
and object beam. The angle, and consequently the interference fringe
spacing, was adjusted by means of the final beam splitter. The trans-
parency was placed in one arm of the interferometer and the reference
beam passed through the other arm. Both beams then impinged di-
rectly on the vidicon without a lens and formed the hologram. This
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Fig. I - Block diagram of the hologram formation system.
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signal was then transmitted to a television monitor and the resulting
display was photographed.

The hologram reconstruction system is shown in Fig. 2. Everything
up to and including the collimator is as shown in Fig. 1. The hologram,
which is a Polaroid transparency, is placed in the collimated beam at
the front focal plane of the lens and its Fourier transform appears in
the back focal plane. At this point a filter, which is essentially an
aperture, occults both the main beam and the virtual image beam.
A second lens is used to perform another Fourier transform to give an
image of the hologram minus the filtered information. The reconstruc-
tion of the object transparency, or real image, is then formed at the
equivalent distance from the hologram image that the object trans-
parency was from the vidicon.

Fig. 3 contains a photograph of the real image of a hologram trans-
mitted by television. The original object was an opaque transparency
containing the transparent word BELL underlined by three trans-
parent lines. The angle between the reference and object beam was
approximately 18 minutes of arc corresponding to a fringe spacing of
approximately 122 microns on the front surface of the vidicon. This
corresponds to an electrical frequency of 2.3 MHz for the standard
(525 line) television system used. The photograph of the hologram
pattern on the kinescope was made at an exposure of V5 second at
f/16, and the photograph of the reconstructed image was made at an
exposure of 30 seconds without a lens.

In this experiment, we have not detected any noticeable degradation
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Fig. 2 - Block diagram of the hologram reconstruction system.
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Fig. 3 - Photograph of the reconstructed real image of a hologram transmitted
via television.

of the image due to nonlinearity in the television system. On the other
hand, there was a distinct degradation due to the "noise" introduced
by the many optical components, and any nonlinearities in the tele-
vision system were also overshadowed by the degradation caused by
the nonrigidity of the Polaroid transparency. These problems are
amenable to solution.

This experiment is a first step in the direction of a holographic tele-
vision system. One important additional result of this work is that it
pointed out the usefulness of viewing the laser output at any point in
the optical system directly on a television monitor.

We would like to thank K. S. Pennington, R. Rosenberg, and J. L.
Wenger for giving us the benefit of their experience in the hologram
field, C. C. Cutler and W. T. Wintringham for their continued interest
and informative discussions, and D. W. Doughty for antireflection
coating the vidicon. The excellent technical assistance of G. E. Reitter
is also gratefully acknowledged.
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Laser Cavities with Increased Axial Mode Separation

By A. D. WHITE

(Manuscript received October 28, 1965)

Single axial mode operation of gas lasers may be achieved either
by reducing the mirror separation, L, until the mode separation, c/2L,
is comparable to the oscillation line width, ova , or by using mode sup-
pression or filtering techniques.', 2' 3 When the line width exceeds
gc (as in an argon ion laser for example), L must be less than 5 cm for
an unstabilized laser and less than 10 cm for a laser stabilized at line
center.* Lasers of this length have several disadvantages, the most
serious of which (in the case of ion lasers) results from the close prox-
imity of the Brewster windows to the discharge. In the case of the
6328 A He-Ne laser, restricting the laser tube length to a few centi-
meters limits the available single axial mode output power to about
1 mw.

This brief describes two additional mode suppression techniques
which permit single axial mode operation with mirror separations
much larger than c/2Ava .

In common with other techniques,3 mode suppression is achieved
by splitting the beam and using a three -mirror cavity ;* however, the
specific configurations described in this note are believed to be new
and may possibly be advantageous in certain circumstances.

The first technique is most simply understood by referring to Fig.

* The mode competition effects reported by Rigrod and Bridges (Electron
Device Research Conference, University of Illinois, Urbana, June, 1965) for ion
lasers may permit some increase of these lengths.

* It has been pointed out by E. I. Gordon and J. E. Geusic that all mode sup-
pressors using a beam splitter and three mirrors are probably members of the
same class of devices characterized by the microwave magic tee with two shorted
arms.
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1(a) which illustrates one of several possible versions. In Fig. 1(a),
G is a conventional Brewster window gas laser; M1, M2 , and M3 are
spherical mirrors; and C is a birefringent crystal such as calcite with
antireflection coated faces. The crystal is oriented so that plane po-
larized light defined by the Brewster window is split by the crystal
into two parallel, orthogonally polarized beams (not necessarily of
equal intensity) displaced from each other by a small distance, d,
determined by the length of the crystal. The radius of M3 is chosen to
match the spot size and curvature of the beam formed by mirrors
M1 and M2.

For light of the correct polarization and for a given transverse mode,
the cavity has low loss only for those frequencies for which the optical
path length Li3 is an integral number of half wavelengths longer than
L12 .* By proper adjustment of L23 the low -loss modes for the "bi-
cavity" may be spaced sufficiently far apart so that only one mode
appears within the oscillation linewidth. This mode may be inter-
preted as a coincidence between axial modes of the cavities formed
by mirrors M1 - M2 and M1 - M3 separately as indicated in Fig.
1 (b). The difference in mode spacing

L13)Avn, = - 1L12

c 1

must be large enough so that oscillation at modes adjacent to a coin-
cidence does not occurt and small enough so that only one (or at most
two) coincidences occur within the oscillation linewidth. The separation
between coincidences, Ave , is given by c/2 (L13 - L10). If, for example,
L12 = 100 cm, L13 = 115 cm, Avn, = 19.5 mc and Ave = 1000 mc.

Numerous variations of the same general technique exist. Since
calcite crystals capable of yielding beam displacements larger than
1-2 mm are difficult to obtain, the beam splitter may conveniently be
a Wollaston or Rochon prism which provides a few degrees of angular
separation, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). In order to achieve higher single
mode powers, the arrangement shown in Fig. 2 (b) is advantageous
since tile tube length can be approximately doubled with no increase in
over-all cavity length.

Because of the large difference in refractive index for e and o rays

* Light from M2 and M3 for which (Lit,- Li2) is not an integral number of
half wavelengths is elliptically polarized when recombined by the calcite prism
and one component is partially reflected out of the cavity by the Brewster window.

t It can be shown that the cavity loss at modes adjacent to a coincidence in-
creases with (Li., - In2) ; consequently, the discrimination against adjacent modes
increases with AP. .
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Fig. 1- (a) Mode suppression technique using calcite rhomb beam splitter.
(b) Coincidences between modes of the cavity shown in 1(a).
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Fig. 2- (a) Mode suppression technique using a Wollaston prism beam
splitter. (b) Technique for increasing output power with no increase in over-all
length.
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in calcite, it is impossible to eliminate reflection for both rays simul-
taneously by antireflection coating unless birefringent coatings can be
developed. This index difference is much smaller for crystal quartz,
consequently the reflection coefficient can be made low for both rays.
The deviation angle is reduced to about 2° which is still sufficiently
larger than the diffraction angle of the beam in most gas lasers to
allow complete separation of the beam in a few centimeters distance.

The feasibility of the bicavity approach has been demonstrated
using a calcite Wollaston prism in conjunction with 60 cm long 6328

gas laser as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a). In order to reduce reflection
losses, glass windows having A/4 cryolite coatings on one surface were
oiled to each prism face. All three highly -reflecting (>99.6%) mirrors
had a radius of curvature of 2 meters. L12 and L13 were approximately
122 cm and 142 cm, respectively, giving a difference in mode spacing
Avn, of 17.3 mc and a separation between coincidences Ave = 750 mc.
Since the 6328 A oscillation linewidth is c.::',1500 mc at most two axial
modes can oscillate in this arrangement. The mode structure of the
bicavity laser was examined with a plane parallel Fabry Perot in-
terferometer having a free spectral range of 3 gc. Provided an aperture
was used in the laser cavity to discriminate against all but the lowest
order transverse mode, at most two axial modes with a separation esti-
mated at c:.,750 mc were observed to oscillate. Single -mode operation
was obtained intermittently as one of the bicavity modes passed
through line center.

Because of poor index matching, most of the output power appeared
as reflections from the Wollaston prism with only a small amount

mw) being transmitted through the high -reflectivity mirrors.
Reducing the reflection loss by using a quartz prism and low -loss
coating should permit single -mode powers in excess of that available in
a single axial mode from a multimode laser of the same length, as
pointed out by Smith.3

A second technique, simpler than the first, but more restricted in
application, makes use of the symmetry of the TEMoi mode. The line
of symmetry of this mode (and other odd symmetric modes) is a
region of zero field, consequently, splitting the mirror along this line
should not appreciably increase the loss for this mode. One may form
a bicavity configuration by placing each half of the split mirror at
different distances from the common mirror as shown in Fig. 3(a).
In order to minimize losses, the spot size at the mirror should be made
as large as the tube bore permits by using a nearly concentric cavity.

The split mirror approach has been demonstrated experimentally,
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Fig. 3 - Mode suppression technique suitable for TEM. mode.

using for this purpose 1 meter radius mirrors spaced approximately
176 and 183 cm apart. Care was taken to produce a sharp edge at the
front surface of the nearest split mirror (M2 in Fig. 3 (a) ) to minimize
scattering losses. The TEMoi mode was selected by using an aperture
at the common mirror. An interferometer was used to verify single
axial mode operation as in the previous experiment.

Since each half of the split mirror has to be mounted separately,
some difficulty was experienced in aligning the cavity to produce the
desired mode. However, once the mirrors were oriented correctly, the
mode was found to be quite stable.

Because of the increased diffraction angle, the TEMoi mode is not
the best choice for beam propagation. Unfortunately, there seems to be
no way of applying the split mirror approach to the TEM00 mode, but
it may be possible to suppress axial modes of the "donut" TEMoi
circular mode.

The author is grateful to his colleagues for interesting and construc-
tive discussions.
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